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THESIS ABSTRACT

Tha purpose of the study was to investigate 
factors that lead adult students enrolled in trie 
Extra-Mural Division's (£>U>) continuation clauses 
to withdraw pre-eiature ly frost the programme. In tire 
light of findings9 suggestions have been wade on oow 
to winixlse this wastage.

Study sample of 122 students, 61 part-tine tutors, 
planners and administrators were randomly sailed for 
study. Two Extra-Mural centres namely* Nairobi & 
Environs and Kisusni were selected for the survey.
The study Included analysis of responses from students, 
part-time tutors( planners and adsinistrators.
Subjects ranted what they considered to be the root 
important reasons leading to withdrawal. Responses 

were also elicited by administration of questionnaires.

It was found in this Investigation that students 
opted out of continuation classes due to different 
reasons. However, high withdrawal rates were identi
fied in this study to be due suinly to the following 
factors*
(1) Ineffective counselling and facilitation of 

learning by part-time tutors.
(2) Learner-centred factors such as:

(1) Health and socio-economic conditions; and
(ii) Personal goals, study habits and plans, and 

their educational backgrounds.
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(3) Inadequate identification of students learning 
needs by planners, administrators and part-tine 
tutors before curriculum design for adult learners*

(4) Administrative procedures in Extra-Mural Centres 
such as time-tabling of class schedules*

All categories of students were in agreement in 
regard to the crucial role played by part-time tutors 
in continuation classes. Teaching responsibilities by 
part-time tutors were ranked as the most Important fetor 
in Influencing persistence or withdrawal by students*

Part-time tutors, planners and administrators or 
the other hand indicated that withdrawal was basically 
due to student-oriented factors* Learner-centred factors 
Include students' personal goals, study habits and plans; 
students' health, educational backgrounds and their socio
economic status.

There was high agreement in ranking withdrawal deter
minant factors between part-time tutors and planeers/ndni— 
nistrators. The apparent divergence of opinions betv/oen 
students on one hand and on the other hand part-time tutors 
planners and administrators have curriculum implications. 
Such a dichotomy indicates lack of consensus in programme 
design* *0 ■ aio: g 1

lairrara usually dropout of classes as a function 
o f co sip lex interaction between social, economic, psycholo
gical and administrative reasons. Literature reviewed
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Indicates that dropouts originate from the unsuitability 
o f the curricula and the teaching strategies* Other 
factors cited Include maladministration of the educa
tional programmes; as well as socio-economic factors 
which Influence learners* attendance behaviour*

This study has proposed various strategies of mini
mizing dropouts in the programme* Short term Improve
ments and possible research areas have been suggested*

For effective planning and administration of conti
nuation classes, the following suggestions have been 
offered t

(1) Strengthening of counselling and guidance 
services by planners, administrators and 
part-time tutors.

(2) Recruitment of part-time tutors who con 
effectively handle adult learning groups*

(3) More flexibility in class schedules with a 
view of catering for the heterogenous adult 
students that characterise students in 1210 
continuation classes*

(4) Students enrolled in continuation classes need 
financial and moral support from their employers.

(5) Measures geared to increase the country's per 
capita income would go along way in stimulating 
attendance in continuation classes*

(6) There is a need of revising the existing Shctra— 
Mural Centres' boundaries with a view of rxudL- 
mum deployment of personnel in Extra—  ural 
Division*
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION _.es were ...........  1 1"  ieee reports,

,. i 4 j.u Af hloh dJCOiJOUĵ .liiiteCountries all over the world experience educa
tional wastage in adult education programmes. Educa
tional wastage in form of dropouts is an International 
phenomenon which has negative effects on educational
programmes. 7• ' ad-It cl. - by

In Kenya the Beecher Report1 whose terms of
reference warn to enquire into the scope, content and

by low motivation, high dropout rates, 
method, adsdnistration and financing of Afric .r. duca-o .i a.Uni» ♦»  ̂/-* c, f n ef iiH <L U w V i. 3 WUwUU UU C i JV W JUS— v v v
tion found out that dropout rate was as high ae fifty

disintegration of learning groups, 
per cent. Proportionately high dropout rates in adult

Continuation classes in Extra-Mural Division ̂ of 
classes were reported in the East African Royal Conrdt-

2 -ussion (19S3-S5) Report as well as in the Kenya Sduca—
3 c* is usual!

tion Commission (Gminde Report). In the latter cor mi—

Tr1 KENYA COLONY AND PROTECTORATE, African 5
Iff K*PX*.Nairobi: Government Printer, Tl

;-v.:cg-

p. 39
2 KENYA COLONY AND PROTECTORATE, Despatch froD

Governor of Kenya co 
East African Royal C

y T S S S f. Nairobi: Gov»rinter pp. 57-59
3 REPUBLIC OP KENYA, Kenya 3duc» n ™

Part 1 (Omindo Report), Nairobi: 
Government Printer, (1964). p. 37-f nt

>7



ssion it was stated that young people were unable to 

endure the burden of evening classes. As a result 

studies were discontinued. In these reports, it was 

still vague as to the main cause of high dropout rate 

in adult classes.

In 1976/77 Extra-Mural Division's (EMD) annual 

report, the head of the Division lamented that there 

was serious educational wastage in adult classes by 

noting that:

E.M.D. classes are still characterized 
by low motivation, high dropout rates, 
cancellation of meetings by part-time 
tutors without due notice to students 
and E.M.D. -"permanent staff, and fast 
disintegration of learning groups.1

Continuation classes in Extra-Mural Division of 

the University of Nairobi cater for adult learners 

who enrol on their own accord. There is usually great 

enthusiasm in enrolment, but within a short time 

students withdraw from the programme.

This study examines in detail the main factors 

which lead students enrolled in Extra-Mural Division's 

continuation classes to withdraw prematurely.

Purpose of Study

The purpose of this study was to investigate main 

factors which lead students enrolled in the Extra- 

Mural continuation programme to discontinue attending 
classes prematurely.

1 1976/77 EMD Annual Report (1978). Mimeo. p. 6



The main concern of the study was to investigate 
whether factors listed below are in any way contri
butory to dropout in evening classes*

1* Individual students' personal goals, study 
plans and habits;

2, Health, socio-economic and education'll back
ground of adult learners;

3. Part-time tutors' role in facilitation o_ 
le&rning as well ss in counselling and 
guidance of students;

4* Administrative procedures in Lxtra—.Jural Centres*
The main thrust in this research was to analyse 

various dropout determinant factors and their ixiplica— 
tions on curriculum design and implementation*

In the light of the findings, recommendations were 
made on how to improve the adult continuation classes 
in the Extra-Mural Division of the University of Nairobi*

Basic Assura otlors

The general assumption was that adult learners' 
withdrawal from evening continuation classes has impli
cation on curriculum design and implementation rather 
than learner-centred factors* As Malcolm S* Knowles 
argues; without adequate induction in methods and

1techniques of facilitating adult learning groups, part- 
time tutors recruited are likely to be less effective*

1 MALCOLM S. Kn o w l e s , The Modern Practice of Adult
Pedagogy* New York; associa
tion Press, (1970), p* 37-55
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Mults prefer being involved actively in their learning 
besides expecting to be respected as Mature and respon
sible, The total curriculua has to be learner-centred 
in its orientation*

To the experience of the researcher, what seens to 
be lacking in most of the nonformal classes is effective 
initial assesssMnt of potential students' learning needs 
during recruitment on one hand; and on the other hand 
adequate continuous guidance and counselling for 

conti nuing students* Need for guidance and counselling 
cannot be overemphasised particularly *before students 
embark on a course of study to assess their current level 
of education*1 Responsibility for curriculua design and 
implementation lies with planners and administrators of 
the programme and the part-time tutors*

The theoretical framework in this study is that 
effective curriculum design and implementation has to be 
learner-cantred* Conversely, failure to Involve adults 
in their learning process leads to pre-mature withdrawal*

Tutors charged with the responsibility of helping 
adults in the learning procass are in most cases part- 
time workers who have other responsibilities* Although 
such part-time tutors have specialized knowledge in their

1 E.T* COLES, Adult
7S P S S £  E g g f e s sH$69>, p. 30



prof•■•tonal areas, in roost eases they lack skills 
and techniques on adult learning process. T. Juvid 
killiaas* study in Guatemala supports the ri<r..' that 
differences in qualifications of teachers are the 
key determinants of differences in dropout rate-*'
Mo doubt some SM£» part-time tutors have had induction 
courses in adult learning process.

A further set of factors liksly to have an effect 
on withdrawal of students from the programme, however 
minimal are learner-centred factors such as the 
learners* age, sex, occupation, formal educational 
level, family and social responsibilities and so on. 
This study assumes that such learner-cantred factors 
are minimal in influencing withdrawal in adult classes.

BackgF.?.tfn4 and S ^ niflcafl£f j j f mS tt&r

Dropout which constitutes educational wastage is 
an international problem which calls for educational 
planners, administrators, researchars and others in 
the field of education to co-operate In the task of 
identifying causes which lead to this wastage.

Recognition of this phenomenon led the United 
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organize—

1 M2LDR&D B. LEVY, "Determinants of Primary
School Dropouts"

pp 44-58.
tive Educational 
V ^  XV.-f.-o. i  fe
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tion (UNESCO) conference to recommend to member states 
severe 1 approaches in e Heine tion of the problem*
Studies, researches and experimentation on the problem 
were suggested as possible approaches* Among other 
recommendat ion s t the conference recommended that studies 
need to pay attention to "the nature and incidence of 
wastage in higher education”'

Besides concern shown by international organisations 
like the UNESCOf in Kenya where adult programmes are 
characterised by irregular attendance of classes, there 
has been similar concern about dropouts.

The study on Educational Policy and Practice in 
British Tropical Africa (Binns Report) sponsored by the 
Nuffield Foundation shows that thera wera hundreds of 
responsas obtained about the causes of educational 
wastage, but the report concludes that "nobody knows the 
fundamental causes of wastage though many people have 
opinions"2

Recommendation No.14(e) in the same study (Sirma 
Report) emphasised that scientific study into the cause 
of wastage be carried out in then Makerere University 
College and alsewhere.

1 UNESCO, International Conference on
tion (ZBE). 32nd Geneva, Final 
Report, Paris UNESCO - If70.

2 COLONIAL OFFICE, African Lducat

Oxfordi University Press, (1953),' pp 77- 79
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Public concern about the dropouts in adult educa
tion continuation classes In Kenya Is exemplified 
in local newspaper articles* and In official corres
pondence to the University of Nairobi and the Kenya 
government to Investigate the root cause of high 
dropout rates,

Xn the Extra-Mural continuation classes, students 
<mbark on various coursea/subjects with enthusiasm 
and high hopes. To the researcher*a experience and 
others involved in planning and organisation of those 
classes this enthusiasm is short-lived. It is then 
significant te delve into the causes which load 
students to abandon educational programmes which 
they have enrolled for on their own accord.

A study of premature withdrawal of students from
2

prim ary schools in Kenya was done by Brlggst but no 
comprehensive study on adult dropouts has been carried 
cut in Kenya ao far to the knowledge of the researcher* 
Planners and organisers in Extra-Mural Division have 
acknowledged the existence of high dropout rate in the

1 The Standard9 Nairobi! The Standard Ltd,
May 23rd 1977.

Dally Nation, Nairobi! Nation Newspaper Ltd. 
April 15th 1979.

Dally Nation, Nairobi! Nation Newspaper Ltd, 
October 24th 1979.

2 Ha r r y BRIGGS, A Study of premature withdrawal
of students from Primary Schools 
in Kenya. Unpublished (M*A.) 
Thesis, Univsrslty of Nairobi. 
1972.
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continuation classes.^ Hence the significance of a 
systematic study of the root cause of prewturo with* 
dr aval of edult students* Besides investigating t’»  

causes for withdrawal, there is need to estimate tho 
dropout rates* The research will hopefully add to 
the dearth literature on dropouts in adult education 
progresses.

.WWftlqa. 9*
There ere various definitions given to tho terra

dropout* In this research, general definitions are
discussed besides the operational definition in which
the tens dropout will be used* Dropout or peemturo
withdrawal of students has been defined by UNESCO as:

leaving school before the completion of a given 
stage of education or leaving at some inter
mediate or non-terminal point in a cycle of 
schooling1 2

Other definitions, which have tended to be evaluative, 
tend to focus on successful attendance of lessons in 
a course of study particularly taking into considera
tion whether the learner ultimately succeeds or fella 
in the terminal examination* Those who fall in tho 
final examination which apparently evaluates tho course 
attended are in the final analysis categorised os 
dropouts even if their attendance of the programs of 
study has been 100%*

1 1978/77 END Annuel Report (1978 Mlmeo* p*6
2 UNESCO* International Conference on. education.

Paris! Office of Statistics, (1970) j>.8
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Dropout Is wasteful, even though those who attend 
a given course of study In parts do gain basic knowledge 
which raises tholr educational level. For the {purpose 
of this study It was Important to be specific and 
cloar in what sense the terai dropout was used.

Specific operational definition in this study 
Identifies dropouts as those students whose attendance 
is less that 80 per cent of the prescribed term sessions. 
The Institute of Adult Studies policy stipulates that 
only those students whose attendance exceeds SO per cent 
are legible for official attendance certificate, H,i’.,D, 
continuation classes are not examination-oriented and 
therefore the criterion in identifying dropouts from 
other learners registered in the programme is not based 
on their performance level in examination, but rather on 
adequate attendance. If total attendance of a student 
is less than 80 per cent in the learning sessions within 
the University academic term this is regarded as dropout 
for the purpose of this study.

Scope and Limitation of the Study

The investigation in this study was primarily on 
causes of dropout in Extra-Mural evening classes. Two 
Extra-Mural centres (S,K,C«) namely: Nairobi and -Envi
rons , and Kisumu Extra-Mural Centre were selected in this
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study. Nairobi and Environs Centre was selected 

because of its urban catchment of students whereas 

Kisumu Extra-Mural Centre had the rural sample of 

students.

This study examined factors which lead to with

drawal of students in an effort to evaluate which . 

categories of factors have significant influence on 

high dropout rates.

A detailed analysis of the various causes was 

necessary in order to prioritize area of wastage 

which needed immediate action. Research findings and 

investigations from other countries were compared and 

contrasted with conclusions arrived at in this investi 

gation. In an attempt to make comprehensive investi

gation of various causes which led to wastage in. EMD 

evening classes, several difficulties were encountered

In the first place, although this study was con

cerned with factors which lead to dropout in the 

University*s evening continuation classes, it was 

practically impossible - considering the financial 

implications and time at the researcher’s disposal - 

to cover all the six Extra-Mural Centres. It v/as 

therefore necessary to confine the study to two 

Extra-Mural Centres mentioned above. 1

1

1 NAIROBI & ENVIRONS EXTRA-MURAL CENTRE includes 
the City of Nairobi, Kiambu, MachaJcos 
Kitui and Kajiado districts. KISUMU 
EXTRA-MURAL CENTRE includes the 
following districts: Kisii, Kericho, 
South Nyanza, Kisumu and Siaya*
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Thera were other constraints In tha actual nUMiarah 
such as inability to contact respondents in the 
field as explained in details in Chapter IV.

Methodology

The initial research proposal was discussed in 
the staff conference at the Institute of Adult 
Studies. University of Nairobi. Ideas and views 
generated in the discussion helped the researcher in 
re-drafting of research questionnaires.

Briefly, tha study employed the following 
methodology!

(1) Study of existing records pertaining to 
Extra-Mural classes namely* (a) class 
registers (b) EMD annual raports and
(e) library literatura related to student 
withdrawal. This study was confined to 
Nairobi and Kisusai Extra-Mural Centres.

(ii) Discussion of the research proposal and 
pilot study.

(ill) Administration of quastionnalres to succe
ssful and dropout students, part-tine 
tutors, planners and administrators in 
the two Extra-Mural Centres.

(iv) Casual observation and informal interview 
of students, part-time tutors and 
permanent staff.

Detailed description of the design of the study
MPla in Chapter IV, under the heeding Research ->csi 

and rindlnqs.
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Organisation of the Remainder of 3tudv

Xt is necessary to give a brl«£ outline on haw 
th« remainder of this study is organised.

Chapter XX of this study describes the provi—  
slon of non-formal adult education In Kenya focusing 
on the role of the Board of Adult Studies and the 
Institute of Adult Studies (XAS). Structural 
organisation and functions of the Institute of Adult 
Studies of the University of Nairobi are discussed 
before description of the current adult education 
programmes organised by the Extra-Mural Division 
Of X *A «S •

Chapter XXX Is literature review.

Chapter XV outlines the research design In 
details besides the summary of the research findings.

Chapter V discusses the research findings as 
well as making recommendations. Detailed analysis 
of the main factors leading to dropouts In Extra- 
Mural continuation classes forms the main thrust of 
the chapter. Xn this final chapter, the researcher 
has made recommendations in the light of problems 
highlighted by the study. Possible areas for further 
research have been suggested In the last sections 
of the chapter.
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CHAPTER II
F KOVISION OF ADULT EDUCATION IN KENYA 

Introduction
Mt'i JaeltMl Intention *f p m M l n Q  * ■ * * ^ * ® *

This chapter is divided into three main sections; 
e w n  m r s  ftes sdseatiO". From 1974 R M  4 W I S 1 
the first section highlights the major arguments in 
ion we* Introduced in the f ir s t  four cU s m s  
support of the role of adult education in national 
U «  1 to 5*e. **m »•  IT™ m a
development; the second section is a brief descrip—
.-tnnded to &td. VI • end eventually tc Sbd» re* 
tion of the role of Board of Adult Education (2. .2.);, *,.■ yt x  ̂n n f ̂««■ 4 — ► d k V j a Qtf I; r JflJA t i* 1 “jft[ ̂ mn 1 iw dUU* W% le •• * 9 ^  v ~
and the third section describes the role and functions 
of the Extra-Mural Division of the Institute of Adult 
Studies (IAS) of the University of Nairobi with parti
cular focus on its adult continuation classes*

tftflUUr# t b u t  M O C A X w fl^ *  opp€>m if( »52.® ' H K d P P W  47

Provision of adult education in Kenya has to be 
viewed in light of available natural and human resour
ces of the country as well as in the context of tlic 
country's political system. Education programmes do

1"! f*/*:•’. wi~r rn <v Tt*
not operate in vacuum.

Adult Education and Natloral Development

This section ecamlnes the role of confcirulrrj 
adult education in accelerating national development* 
An attempt has been made to highlight major aruunerts 
in support of provision of adequate aed relevant adult 
education for national development.



Haallring the Importance of education in national 
development, the political party in power - KAift stre
ssed In Its sanIfestos of 1963 and 1969 the govern
ment's declared intention of providing a minlsun of 
seven years free education. Prom 1974 'free* educa
tion was introduced in the first four classes fron 
Std. 1 to Std. IV. In 1979 free primary education was 
extended to Std. VI2, and eventually to Std. VII in 
1900. While appreciating this gesture, time is rip© 
that primary education level opportunities for both 
adults and children were made free and compulsory to 
all adults and to all primary school age population to 
ensure that educational opportunities were utilized to 
the full.

However, formal education on its own is not the 
sole answer towards national development. Formal 

education seems in practice to be concerned with pre
paration and selection of the "academically** ablo 
students for the next phase in the educational ladder* 
This does not necessarily mean that those who arc not 
selected for further studies are not academically able* 
This calls for an alternative educational delivery

1 KANU MANIFESTO (One Kenya, One Nation, Forward
Everl). Nairobi: Kenya African National 
Union, (1969), p. 2

2 REPUBLIC OF KENYA, Economic Guryev 1977. Nairobi:
Government Printer, (1977), p* 15G
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system which would provide a larger section of t o 
total population with basic education for life*

Perhaps it is worthwhile to clarify in what 
context the tens 'development* is used in this discu
ssion on the role of continuing adult education in 
national development.

In his attempt to define development in the 
context of adult education in development planning 
process, Green (1971) stresses nan's welfare as cent
ral in consideration of all development designs* In 

elaboration of what development entails Green empha
sises thust

We talk a good daal about economic development - 
about expanding the number of goods and services 
and the capacity to produce them. But the goods 
are needed to serve nan, services are required 
to nake the lives of nan more fruitful* Politi
cal, social and economic organisation is needed 
to enlarge the freedom and dignity of man*
Always we cone back to nan - liberated man - as 
the purpose of activity, the purpose of develop
ment.

Green warns that development could be meaningless if 
it were not geared towards liberation of nan so that 
hm develops all potentials to the full so as to live 
and contribute effectively to the overall society*

1 REGINALD HER BOLD GREEN, 
National Develo'

—  Education In

jffiarflq...»n integrated approac h  
German Adult Education Association,_____ Assoc]
Konstantinstrasse 100,5300 Bonn 2, 
Federal Republic of Germany* (1977), 
p. 13
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Green's contention is similar to President Julius K« 
Nyerere of Tanxania's notion of development. Provi
dent Hyerere perceives development in terms of :.vJiing 
individuals in society aware of their basic human needs 
and rights,1 thus mating people active participants in 
matters affecting their welfare at both personal and 
community levels* Green and Nyerere are in agreement 
that production and distribution of goods and se rv ices  

f o r  effective national development (in which case 
economic growth is subsumed in economic development) 
should in all cases consider material and spiritual 
welfare of man*

No single concept of development claims interna
tional acceptance in all its shades of meanings* 
Economic, social, cultural and political strategics 
of development differ* However, acceptance or rejection 
of one mode of development strategy in its theoretical 
and/or its practical framework depends largely on the  

country's ideology and political orientation which 
largely influences its national development structure*
Xn the main, meaningful development of nations need 
not be structured solely towards achievement of material 
welfare* This is far from asserting that physical 
growth or material development is unimportant*

1 ibid. p. 15
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Satisfaction of physical human needs la a pre re
quisite in acceleration of social-political transfer— 
nation* Serious scrutiny of what national develop
ment means would perhaps be necessary in detemlnlng 
balance in development which lays emphasis on physical 
materiel fulfilment and pays less regard for social- 
political participation in formulation and design of 
various national institutions and organisations i.icart 
to improve man's life-style in all dimensions*

National development depends largely on the 
ability to win support for charge within the adult 
society* Prosser asserts:

Basically, the argument is that in developing 
countries one of the fundamental problens is 
how to get maximum change with stability, 
efficiency and minimum dislocation to achieve 
steady all round growth**

Inability to accommodate change leads to insta
bility* Two options are then open* Either slowing 
down change in the society, or creating a systcu where
by change is easily accommodated* Adult education 

would by and large be the best strategy of helping adult 
to assimilate change when it occurs* Attitude change 

for effective development would ultimately be feasible in

1 R.C* PROSSER, Adult Educat
dourtries.
{19665 , p. 88
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Instances where adults are aware of their own alxlli— 
ties and potentialities to transform their situations 
in life* Along this trend of thought Lowe singles 
out the role of adult education in nation—building 
when he argues:

Host of the problems facing developing countries 
must be solved before the next generation grows 
up; such developswnt skills have to be taught 
to the existing adult population**

Accordingly, comprehensive adult education pro
grammes have to be mounted to satisfy the felt noods 
of adults who detarmine the destiny of various count
ries* Adults who are essentially the productive 
agents in the national population, play crucial role 
in directing development projects*

Writing about developawnt and the organisation 
of adult education .Kenya with special reference to 
African rural developswnt, Prosser supports Lowe's 
contention about the adults' centrality in national 
development by arguing that in the short run it is 
the adult who will determine the nature and the extent 
to which modernisation can be achieved and not the 1

1 J* LQvve, at* al*, Education and Nation 
Building* Edinburgh: Scotti r 
Academic Press, (1971), p* 154
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children.1 This view of the role of adults In national 
development reiterates UNESCO's recommendation that 
adult education programmes have to be accorded their 
rightful recognition and adequate funding.

Expenditure on adult education yields quicker and 
more certain dividends In the short run than expendi— 
ture on primary and secondary education for children* 
Adults utilise skills and knowledge gained immediately• 
On the other hand children use much of the skills and 
knowledge gained in the education process in later life* 
All the same it would be naive to expect national 
governments to shift emphasis on educational expenditure 
from child education to adult education. Loue aurjoests 
that a proportion of funds allocated to nation,-1 educa
tion budget should be earmarked for adult education 
where he quotes deliberations of the conference on the 
development of education In Africa held In Addis Ababa 
In 1967. Delegates recommended that 5 per of
nation expenditure on education should be allocated

2wholly to adult education.

1 R.C. PROSSER, The Development and Organisation 
of Adult Education in Kenya, with spe
cial reference to African Rural Deve
lopment 1945-70. Unpublished Ph*D thesis. 
University of Edinburgh (1971), p# 413

2 UNESCO, Conference of Ministers of Afr:
States on the Development of** 
in Africa. Addia Ababa. EtKlxxaJLa*
Paris: UHESCO/UKSCA, May, (1967), pp.7-15
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Financial constraint* are not the sole setback* 
in national development strategies. With adequate 
funds, planners have to assess at what levels adult 
education programmes need to be pitched to yield 
maximum returns.

Considering the role of education in national 
development, the MatIona1 Committee on Educational 
Objective and Policies (NCBOP) report noted that*

The developsmnt of the skills and knowledge of 
the people of a nation constitutes one of the 
highest social factors in relation to national 
development. Zt is the human resources of a 
nation which determines the character and pace 
of its social and economic development.1

W'lth this realisation of the importance of adult 
education in national development process, the MCEQP 
report emphasised the need to lay a firm Infrastructure 
by first dealing with the apparent attitude within 
society in which education seems to be 1 imited to 
'schooling' period. Such erroneous belief presupposes 
that schooling prepares the learners with all the 
knowledge, techniques and skills required in their 
future needs and demands exerted to them in their 
occupations and in their other expectations in life 
in general. The report further urges the adoption 
of the principle of life-long in its entirety in the

1 REPUBLIC OF r -

Government Printer, (1976), p* 13
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national education system. Mandatory in— service 
training programmes for all senior public servants 
as recommended in the NCEOP would be a pre requisite 
in laying a firm foundation in promotion of life— loro 
education for adults particularly so because senior 
public servants play key role in planning and in adrai—

inistration of development programmes. Such a country
wide strategy in provision of continuing adult education 
should be seen as an integral part and in fact an ines
capable and essential part of the national development 
process itself. This view of life-long education in 
national development seems to be gaining momentum in 
public and private sectors in Kenya.

The importance of life-long education has beer 
realized partly as a result of awareness by rational 
governments that development is not exclusively money 
or capital resources; but that the crucial bottleneck 
in developing countries continues to be the people. 
Development of human resources as the major jure requi
site in development of nations has consequently been 
advocated by national and international agencies.

During the UNESCO Conference of Ministers of 
African member states held in Addis Ababa in which 
thirty-nine African countries were represented and 
delegates from European nations (France, Portugal, 1

1 ibid p. 159
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Spain, Belgium and Britain) thara were extensive .. 
discussions on development of education in the conti
nent. This conference sat the criterion on which nary 
educational plans had to measure up to in the post- 
independent Africa besides setting long term objecti
ves for educational development in Africa from 1060s 
to 1980s. Delegates in the conference emphasized the 
importance of adult education in national development 
by statings

• •••• the development of human resources is. as 
urgent as tha development of natural resources 
••••• that special attention should be giver 
to adult education and on the job training.1
As the UNESCO Conference quoted above stressed;

rigorous on-job training programmes are essential
especially today where knowledge, techniques and skills
acquired some years ago are rendered obsolete by modern
scientific discoveries.

Hence the importance for life-long training for
all cadres of adult workers for improved productivity*
In Kenya the National Industrial Training Council 

2(KITC) was established by an Act of Parliament as the

1 UNESCO

Ethiopia, Paris! Bn ESCO/UNECA, May 
(1961), pp. 7 - 1 5

2 REPUBLIC OP KENYA, Laws of Kerya, In d u stria l 
Training Act CAP 237, Section 4.
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national co-ordinating body for the on-Job training 
programmes for all workers in the industrial sectors 
of the economy.

One strategy of stimulating rapid national 
development would be by developing an infrastructure 
within national development plans in which continuing 
adult education prograames would be Incorporated In 
all aspects of national plans. Among other apparent 
problems inherent in national developsmnt plans that 
adult educators and planners have to take cognizance
of are of two types. First, the need for attitude..
literacy D n s n a s s  fa r illite ra te  adults 
change about the concept and functions of education
fpPMv dilAC PMalUjl «H0 M V jQT mOmmL
in general and in particular on continuing adult 
education in stimulating national development among 
the policy-makers as well as within the rank and file* 
Secondly, the necessity to work out possible co-ordi
nation and integration procedures within such integra
ted national plan to avoid duplication of efforts and 
conflicts in the implementation of development plans.

In Kenya in some circles there are implicit 
organisational conflicts between adult education on 
one hand and community and/or social development on 
the other. Adult education is perceived as one thing 
and community/social development something different,

^ .  a .  ^  _ a, >  ̂ ,
Consequently adult education is erroneously equated 
with literacy programmes locally referred to as "Klirau
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ya Kguabaru*1 which has the connotation of second
rate education for illiterate adults. Sometino it
la derogatlvely referred to as Cllmu ya "hniavu"
which literally means education for the stupid*
In the preface of the 1969/70 annual report, tho
Board of Adult Education notes:

Contrary to the general belief that 'Klinu ya 
Kgusfearu* is all but adult literacy, the Board 
holds the view that Elimu ya Ngumbaru la a g 
sore comprehensive concept of adult education.

Misconception of what adult education entails lias 
consequently led people to equate adult education with 
literacy programmes for illiterate adults who learn 
tha basic skills of writing, reading and number work 
in the 'Elimu ya Ngumbaru' classes. This ambiguity 
has stigmatised adult education even among policy* 
makers thus giving it a low status in general*

Zn the second decade in independent Kenya tiicro 
will be greater need to involve people in developcaant 
projects at grass-root level than it has been before 
In order to speed up rural transformation where majo
rity of the people live. Development plans will

1 SVAHI LI— ENGLISH DICTIONARY, London! OxfCCtl 
University Press (1957), p. 337. 
literal translation of Ngumbaru neons 
an adult, a grown up person, one who 
is no longer a child. 2

2 REPUBLIC OF KENYA, __
Annual Report

Adult
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largely be initiated by local people rather tlian 
expecting policy decisions on development from above* 
The 1974-78 National Development Plan clearly stipu
lated that National Development Plans have to be 
planned from locational level to national level by 
specifying that 'districts are the basic units for 
planning on which national development programmes 
are ultimately based'*1

Por effective planning at district level* adults
have to acquire knoledge* techniques and skills to 
enable them to identify local needs and resources; 
end eventually to translate them into viable progra
mmes and projects*

In the "haraebee" self-help movement there has 
been s deliberate shift of esqphasls from motivation 
per se to start say haraabee schools* hospitals* 
health centra** cattle-dips and the like* to orderly 
planning of these projects so that development p:*ogra— 
mees end projects are not merely initiated without 
prior planning* Orderly planning and administration 
of development projects avoids wasteful use of scarce 
resources*v pi w*99s nva ruW IWWT' WlO#l.y V k

In practice* development projects arm run by 
local people with tha help of extension workers who 1 2

1 REPUBLIC OF KENYA, 1974-78 Development Plan

2 REPUBLIC OF K E N Y A ,--- --- “



have the expertise. Extension workers cannot by thorn- 
selves translate plans into viable programmes unless 
the local people understand and appreciate the process 
involved in community development projects* Life
long adult education would be invaluable for both the 
extension workers and the adult populace* National 
development would be accelerated when adult populace 
is aware of its potentialities in changing its envi
ronment. Change calls for co-operative effort by all 
agents of national development. The country can ill— 
afford the wastage caused by unnecessary duplication 
of efforts. t

The Board of Adult Education whose functions are 
described in the second section of this chapter is 
supposed to harness adult education expertise In the 
country in order to educate the adult population.
Adult education for all would no doubt accelerate 
development of the natural and human resources of the 
country in the shortest time possible.

The Board of *dult Education
The Importance of adult education in national 

development process has now been widely recognised 
by national governments and the non-governmental 
organisations CNGOS). Strategies towards strengthe
ning of adult education activities have been largely
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through two approaches: formation of toluntary Conti- 
rental and national adult education associations and 
national legislation leading to formation of national 
adult education co-ordinating bodies. Realization 
of the role of adult education in national develop
ment led to the establishment of the Board of Adult 
Education by as Act of Parliament^ specifying the 
Board*s role and functions ast

(a) To advise the Minister (Minister for Education 
then) on any matters relating to adult education# 
including the formulation of courses and sylla
buses, the establishment of residential and non
resident la 1 institutions, the use of muscuns, 
libraries and media of mass communication and the 
provision and method of award of scholarships 
and bursaries)

(b) To advise with respect to the co-ordinatior of 
the work in connexion with adult education of 
ministries and departments of governments and 
agencies;

(c) To identify and assess the need for new develop
ments in adult education;

(4) To report annually to the Minister on the progre
ss and development of adult education* 1

1 REPUBLIC OP KENYA, LAWS OP KENYA, Vol* 5 Cep 
223, The Board of Adult Sducatior 
Ac£, Nairobi: Government Printer# 
Revised Edition* (1967)
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Besides the functions and roles highlighted 
above, the Board is empowered toy the Act to constitute 
provincial, district and municipal adult education 
committees whose main functions are twofold* to

advise the Board on the conduct and promotion of acti
vities in adult education and two; to advise 'lie Doard 
on the development and co-ordination of activities in 
adult education* Provincial and District Adult itdLoca
tion committees participate in formulation o f adult 

education development plars in their respective p rov i

nces, districts or municipalities*
The 1972-74 B.A.E* (referred to this chapter ns 

the Board) report mentions that in March 1972 the Board 
was given further directives and guidelines whereby it 
was commissioned to spearhead and activate lite racy  

campaign and to initiate production of appropriate  

supportive material for neoliterates* Second function  

according to the new directives included formulation 
of suitable curricula for various adult education 
programmes.

Seminars and conferences have been the rcain 
activities of the Board as highlighted in the T rien n ia l 

report* These seminars and conferences were e ffe c t i

vely used by the secretariat of the Board as foruns 

whereby representatives from various agenclest organi

sations and institutions shared ideas and experiences 

in promotion of adult education. Among the fin an ciers
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of theee workshops wore Prederich Sloert Foundation, 
Commonwealth Secretariat1 besides other external donors, 
while external financial support is appreciated, without 
an inbuilt structure with adequate fund from the Exche
quer to support the Board, it would be difficult to 
achieve the objectives spelt out in the Board o£ Adult 
Education Act. Funding of the Board to make it acli— 
reliant and functional is an issue which the yoverment 
has to face squarely.

The Board's functions are mainly advisory besides 
co-ordinating adult education activities in the whole 
country. Financial constraints mentioned earlier 
cripple the Board's activities thus staking it ineffe
ctive.

Other apparent constraints which need to be looked 
into in order to ease the co—ordlnatory responsibilities 
of the secretariat include the relationships between 
the Board and other adult education agencies. Without 
executive power over the Institutions and organisations 
that the Board's Secretariat is supposed to co-ordinate; 
then it cannot effectively enforce its recommendations 
to these agencies.

1 REPUBLIC OF k e r y a. Board of Adult Education,
Triennial Report 1972-74,
P.5
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However, too tight control of the agencies, pro
viding adult education ha» the danger of limiting 
creativity and initiative} thus locking potentials in 
adult groups that the Board is commissioned to serve*

Co-ordinatory and advisory functions of tho Board 
are perhaps ineffective partly by lock of effectit'e 
initial legislation. Review of the Act haa to take 
into consideration changes within the society Which 
calls for new strategies for promotion of adult educa
tion. Two issues need be re-examined in order to 
activate the Board's co-ordlnatory role in pronotion 
of adult education. First, appropriate legisttation 
would be a pre requisite as a strategy to lay firm 
foundation for the Board. Secondly, in future there 
would be a "eed to streamline the functions and the 
responsibilities of the Board with a view to eliminate 
rivalry, competition and wastage in adult education 
programmes in the country.

Existing adult education legislation is too gene
ral • Adult Education Act established an advisory.
Board without specific areas of activity.1 Current 
legislative inadequacies emanate from historical per
ception of the role of adult education in national 
development as well as the administrative changes that

1 REPUBLIC OF K.EKYA, Board of Adult Education, 
Triennial Report 1972 - 74, p* 13
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the Department of Adult Education has experienced 
since the inception of the Act in 1W6.

Provision of adult education by government has 
been an adopted child from various government minis
tries. When the Act was formulated, Adult Education 
Department was under the Ministry of Education rahidh 
by and large planned and administered education fo r  

children as well. It was envisaged that the Board 

of Adult Education Act would supplement the Education 

Act so that the concept of life-long education would 
eventually take root. Later on the Department of Adult 
Education was transferred to the then M inistry o f  

Housing and Co-operatives. Prosser1 notes that In tho 
sixteen years between 19S4 and 1970 responsibility fo r  

national planning and administration of adult education 
by government ministries changed no less them seven 
times. Changes have been between the Ministry o f  

Education and the Ministry in charge of the Department 
of Community Development and Social Services* Perhaps 
these changes reflect the apparent confusion of thought 
about the role and scope of adult education in national 
development.

m  I «  —« e’er a b i  t 1 m k At Vh «  I M a 1 i» *  A I |Ti_ —_Review of the Act should specify strategies fo r  

co-ordination of adult education programmes in t!>e

1 R.C. PROSSER, The Development and Organisation
Adult Education in Kenya with 
special reference to African 
Rural Development (1945—1970). 
Unpublished Ph.D Thesis. Univer
sity of Edinburgh (1971), p*415
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country. Having a general statement on the advisory 
role in connection with co—ordinatory aspects does 
not give the Board clear terms of reference. Clear 
working relations within Government ministries, and 
their relationship with the University and ti.e n o m  
governmenta1 organisations would need to be redciinod. 
Specified working relations would no doubt ere to 
favourable climate to activate the existing provincial 
and district adult education committees which tape 
essentially tne basic adult education planning and 
co-ordinating units. Such a move would be in lino 
with the NCEOP recommendationi

To establish a stronger, co-ordinating and consul
tative machinery within the field of adult educa
tion in solving a more comprehensively based .
functions of the existing Board of Adult education.

One strategy to strengthen the Board in co-ordination 
of adult education activities effectively in t e courtry 
as recommended by the NCEOP would be by introducing the 
proposed new legislation which would include supervisory 
role of all non-forma 1 adult education programmes. 
Qualified personnel for shouldering such supervisory
responsibilities would need prior planning for. Super
visory skills and techniques, and evaluation of 1

1 REPUBLIC OF KENYA, The Report of the National
Committee on Educational 'objectives 
and Policies (KCEGpT : Nairobi:
Government Printer, (1976), p. 104
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programmes have to be incorporated in the training 
package*•

With a skeleton staff of sixteen which includes 
seven professionals and a supportive staff of nine*1 
the Board cannot adequately handle the responsibili
ties assigned to it* Utilisation of the personnel at 
hand is partly Halted by the annual budget of £10t000 
which is the sun total of financial outlay for all the 
Boards recurrent expenses,2 With the current infla
tionary trend the current grant is inadequate*

Co-ordination calls for common use of resources 
and facilities available so as to utilise the scar ce  

resources to the maximum. Adult education programme 
are in most cases held in existing physical structures* 
primary school classrooms, churches, community social 
halls and the like* Facilities used by adult groups 
are not in all cases convenient and suitable fo r  adu lts* 

Adults need facilities suitable and convenient to then 
for effective learning* Current adult education philo
sophy of adult learning (Andragogy)3 calls for d iffe re n t

1 REPUBLIC OF KENYA, B*A*E. Triennial Report
1972-74* p. 43

2 b .a .e * OFFICIAL FILES* Recurrent and Oevclopnent
Estimates*

3 MALCOLM S* KNOWLES, The Modem Practice of dult 
Education* Andrag- -  ? g t P ,  r W
PP*

Yorks As 
37-55
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approach ir adult education. This entails Involving 
learners actively in their learning. The teachers* 
role becomes much more of a facilitator In the lo*nv* 
leg process.

In future there is optimism in adult education
JtfttMMftbly Ui§ ittyi I fprf t f,': »■. ♦iOMBHHlwhen the RCEOP recommendation will be implamented•

NCEGf urges that facilities ir rural and urban areas 

such as the Partners Training Centres, District Deve
lopment Centres, primary school buildings and other 
public utilities, which are in some cases underutilized^ 
should be available for use by adults free of charge.

The fact that measures geared to maximum use of 
available physical resources require co-ordinabod 
effort by all ministries and agercies to facilitate 
scheduling of programmes need not be overemphasized.

Duplication of efforts and wastage of resources 

in provision of adult education could be avoided if 
agencies, institutions and organisations concerned with 
adult education were well co-ordinated. Perhaps i t  is 

worthwhile to discuss in passing one or two epanples 
whereby wastage of resources is apparent as re su lt of 
uncordirated legislation on adult education.

Existing legislation on adult education by the 

Minister for Education order of 1976 seems to be in 
conflict with the Board's responsibilities! thus lik e ly  1

1 op. cit. p. 32
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to load to duplication of resources* The Konya Insti
tute of Education (K*X*E.) order of 1976 empowers the 
Znatitute to conduct research and prepare syllabuses 
for adult education*^ On the other hand the Booed of 
Adult Education Act requires the Board to advise the 
Minister presumably the Minister for Housing and - ocial 
Services on all matters concerned with adult education 
in general - including the formulation of courses and 
syllabus* Curriculum development section of the Board

y l u  v a c lS  I M o  I ’ m w 1 -«XW-T o C l C * * #  *  W l *  'u  vX fm V

spearheads the development of learning materials, text
books, not only for the neo-literates but in all aspects 
of adult education. At the same time the K*I*S* Adult 
Education Panel reports to the Institutes* Academic 
Board all matters pertaining to adult education in the 
country*

Representation of the Board in the Institute's 
Council which is the policy-awklng body and in the 
adult aducation panel is an attempt to involve the 
Board in the Ministry of Education adult education 
programmes* Clear working relationship and co-ordina
tion between K.X.E. and the Board of Adult Education 
might lead to promotion of adult education in the coun
try besides avoiding wastage of resources* Linkages 
between 'school' education and community education

1 REPUBLIC OF KENYA, U w s  of Kenya,
LI
176
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might be affectively co-ordinated if grassemot plan
ning units of the Board, i.e. the District and/or 
Municipal Adult Education Coauiittees have linkages 
in the K.I.E. Adult Education panel which Is one o f  

the Institute's basic planning unit*

At this stage it is worthwhile to re—examine why 
legislation of adult education by Itself has not node 

impact in promotion of adult education* Part o f the 
problem has been historical* For a long tbae Kenya 
adult education has tended to be run on the inherited 
British tradition which principally meant that adu lt 

education was to be left to voluntary bodies and in d i

vidual ministries efforts without an overall public  

planning* Since the British adult education system 
sprang from working class movement it was never fu lly  

incorporated in the national plans* As Prosser r ig h t ly  

puts itt

The result of this is that new nationalist 
independent governments find themselves faced  
with a vacuum where there should be a tradition 
of adult education expertise in planning and 
skills to help the fundamental problems of their 
development*1

A glance at the operation of the Board and the Depart
ment of Adult education indicates that adult education 
has never been given priority In the national policy*

1 R.C. PROSSER, M u l t ^ 'atx°jrfbitQ? rcl0°^v
(1966)* p^7 * * *'
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Inadequate furds particularly in travel vote in the 

Department of Adult Education at district level has 
crippled worthwhile programmes among the rural conmw 

ritles.
*• • > \ \ -n. r  • '• " f 'L r i i CO J1'1 If .‘.<0$ 1 ri <. 7

In implementation of development plans, the <jua— 
lity of staff is crucial. Staff development at all 
levels in adult education need to be given priority 
especially at university level of training the neces
sary man-power. Training of adult education profes
sionals has for a long time lagged behind other profe
ssions. Adult educators have in the past been recruit
ed from working cadre whose professional training in 
most cases has been other branches of general, educa

tion. Of those who have had pre-service training had 
to be content with overseas training packages which 

in most cases were not relevant to the needs of the 
society.

A government body like the B.A.E. cannot be ejcpoc— 
ted to initiate and co-ordinate all adult education 
programmes with meagre annual budget and skeleton staff. 
Professional training i* adult education for the board's 
staff would be Invaluable in order to give effective 
guidance to governmental and non—governmental agencies 
charged with adult education in the country.



The role of Unlv«f»ltv In Education of Adultst 
^xtra-Mural Division of the University of Nairobi

This section is primarily concerned with the role 
of universities in developing countries in general- • r J Ua tXZ ICR v X C757 O wi i, ■- J‘*-j IE ^ * 7

and particularly the University of Nairobi Extra-* Aural 
Division's (E.M.D.) functions and role in adult educa
tion, Discussion on the role of universities in  

national development precedes the historical background 
of the University Extra-Mural work in Kenya.X*5» UUfc —*H\- yf H2»9A«aCr * W*

Provision of adult education in form of continu
ation evening classes is a practice which has been in 
existence before the Inception of University Extra- 
Mural programme in Eastern Africa. Historical develop
ment of E.M.D. programme is discussed as background 
information of the main thrust of the study I investi
gation of the main factors which load to the with
drawal of students from E.M.D. classes.

There have been different opinions on tho ro le  

of universities in developing countries. The Univer

sity of Nairobi which is the highest institution o f  

higher learning is primarily called upon to provide 

facilities for higher education as well as in advanced 

research for preservation, transmission and increase 

of knowledge.1 More recently universities in  develo

ping countries have been urged to orientate th eir

1 UNIVERSITY OP NAIROBI, 1977-78 Calendar, p,517
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curricula to national need* and aspirations so tliat 
whatever teaching or research is done in these insti
tutions would be re levant and applicable to the 
national situation* Whitehead argues in sistilar vein 
that the Justification for a university is to preserve 
the connection between knowledge and the rest or life 
by uniting the old and the young in the imaginative 
consideration of learning*1 Therefore in university 
and in other educational Institutions, emphasis should 
be put on imaginative acquisition o f knowledge so that 
whatever knowledge, skills and values so acquired could 
easily be put into practical use for the benefit of 
society*

In Tansanla, the government's policy is to give 
e few Tsnssnians university education so that they ean 
eventually effectively serve the larger society* In 
his address on 'the University's role in the Develop
ment of the Kew countries', President Julius J^yorcre 
the then Chancellor of the University of Cast Africa, 
contended that pursuit of learning without application 
can be a luxury which developing countries can ill— 
afford* However, universities in developing countries 
have a role in making contribution to the world of 
knowledge without necessarily isolating themselves from

1 A*N* WHITEHEAD, The Aims of Education c>;xi
SasaysT London* Ernest Bonn 
Lim ited, (1966), p . 139
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the wider society* Nyerere emphasised that what is 
expected from the university 1st

Both a complete objectivity in the search for 
truth and also commitment to our society - a 
desire to serve it*

President Nyerere and other national leaders in deve
loping countries have stressed the need for univorw. 
sities to identify themselves with nation development 
strategies* National universities in East Africa 
have attempted to live to the principle of relating 
university curricula to the needs of the larger socie
ty that these universities seek to serve* Xn son© 
faculties like Architecture, Design and Developnont, 
Education, Medicine, Agriculture and others in Univer
sity of Nairobi) students spend part of their univer
sity education programme in some form of practical 
field work as pre-service preparation during tieir 
university education*

Nyerere's advice to the university community was

1 J.K* NYERERE, "The Role of Universities^"
t^orn.and ^ocialism/yi^uai^

U 1 am*s. Jar-es-ialaamt Oxford 
University Press, (1968) pp# 179- 
186

r .,
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timely w hen  he said:
A university in a developing society must put 
the emphasis of its work or subject of ionediate 
moment to the nation in which it exists, and it 
must be committed to the people of that ration
and their humanistic goals.....  Its research,
and the energies of its staff in particular, 
must be freely used to the community, and they 
must be relevant**

As Nyerere advocates, uriversity. higher education 
should be geared towards improving the standard of 
living of the people* Graduates of these institutions 
of higher learning are expected to spearhead in trans

formation of the lives of the people in their corsTUri- 
ties. In its pursurance of the search for truth, the 
university traditions of acquisition, transmission and 

preservation of knowledge, there seems to be a. general 
consensus that universities are expected to contribute 
not only to national development but also towards 
individual actualisation.

It is on. this background of what is generally 
expected of universities in developing countries that 
a general description of the role and functions of the 
Extra-Mural Division of the University of Nairobi, is 
■ade as a. basis of further assessment on educational 
wastage in the E*M*D* adult evening continuation 
classes In later chapters*

Historical Background of Extra-Mural Division 
Provision of higher education at University level 1

1 ibid, p*. 183
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in taster* and Can teal African countries has boon a 
later development compared to Wait Africa, North—
Africa and South Africa. It was not until 1949 that 

Kakerere Collage antarad into special relationship 
with the University of London to provide degree courses 
for students in Central and Eastern Africa, lire 
Asquith Commission1 recommended university aduc:.tiOR 
in the colonies. In the same commission thero v/ore 
guidelines on how Extra-Mural work was to be do:innod 
in East Africa.

Along with university internal courses, in  1933 

a resident tutor was appointed to the staff of Hake- 
rere College to initiate Sxtra—Mural work in -art 
Africa; which was designed along the British idctra- 
rtural tradition. Two years before the appointment of 
the resident tutor, the Universities Council for hdult 
Education and the Cambridge Board of Extra-Mural studies 
had passed a resolution to the effect that tattra—Mural 
work needed to be started at Makerere University 
College.2

1 GREAT BRITAIN, Report of the C 
Higher Education in
London: His Majesty _ .......
Office, (June 1945), pp. 12-19

2 Conference on Adult education in the colonies, 
Cambridge, 18th - 24th August, 1951. 
Col. No. 08. 4 785/1.
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In Britain, adult education in general and In 
particular university education cane Into the field 
at around the time of compulsory child education* 
Historically In Britain adult education had grown from 
political radicalism, from Sunday schools, from mecha

nic Institutes, Indeed from many threads*^ VftiecoaB in 
Cast Africa, like the ‘formal' western education system, 

university adult education was Introduced by the B ritish *  

University adult education in cast Africa was a lso  a 

later development after child education*

Realizing the inherent danger in creating an e li t e  

which would be politically vocal in the colonles| i t  

was expedient for the British to establish Extra-*-ural 

work to conterbalance the growing elitist graduate 

groups. Prosser contends that the prime reason of 
establishing Extra-Mural work in the colonies was to
prevent an elite graduate group being created in the .

2colonies* E*M.O. work was initially colonlaliatic in 
orientation with an idea of creating a group that would 
support the status quo*

Introduction of University Adult Education in 
Kenya in the second half of twentieth century was there

fore a response to the growing political awareness of 
the African people* Africans from Kenya had interacted

1 N*J. SMALL, The Oper University: University
Education or Adult Education,
ICIAE Vol* xv. No. 1, 1976 2

2 op. cit p* 291



with Europeans and other African peoples In tho second 
world war which arouaed their political conscicwsnoss*
Zn early 1960s McMillan's wind of change In A fric a  was 
felt in Kenya as well and it was inevitable that 

African nationalists would eventually win* Establish- 
merit of the College of Social Studies later known as 
the Adult Studies Centre was the last attempt of the 
Capricorn African Society to fight within tho e s ta b li

shment with a notion of helping to create a m u lti-ra c ia l 

society in Ktnyt.

Wiltshire, the first principal of the C ollege o f  

Social Studies urged for the support of the co llege  

which was expected to prepare Kenyans during the tran
sitional period. During the official opening of the 

college ea a residential centre for adult education the 
principal bad this to say:

This college can help Kenya in the 20th century 
as adult education helped Britain in tho 10th 
century to pass through a period of d if f ic u lt  
social change. When one social order Is  dying, 
it can help the birth to be as painless as 
possible,..end the new child to be as healthy as 
possible.i

Xt was not a surprise that Kenya was in the state of 
African liberation struggle with the Mau Mau novm ent 
»t its apogee when the colonial government activated 
adult education particularly Extra-Mural work. Adult

1 H.C. WILTSHIRE, East African Standard, !5ay 6,
I960.
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education was not for its own sake. It was noant to  

influence political action especially among Africans*

In the early years of Extra-Mural work In Cost 
Africa* Makerere University College was the head;*uarw. 
tars. First evening continuation classes in Kenya 
around Kisumi town in 1954 were Initiated from Itdeo- 
rere. Initiative in planning and organisation o f  

resources was masterminded by the Makerere Resident 

tutor. At a later date a resident tutor was ap ointod 
to plan and organise Extra-Mural studies in Kenya with 
little support from the Makerere office.

Carnegie Corporation and the Kenya governncsnt 
provided funds for a joint venture in funding of octra— 
Mural evening classes for three years on experlnantal 
basis in Nyansa froa July 19SS. Much of the success 
of those first years was partly due to the enthu&iaan 
shown by local people who gave the first resident tutor— 
leuan Hughes— seconded from Manchester University the 
necessary support. Rather than planning those classes 
single—handed* the tutor was advised by a voluntary 
advisory council. Besides the council which mprW-> the 
co-ordination of these programmes easier* the lltfiorore 
Extra-Mural Studies Body formed during the th ird  Annual 

Study Vacation at Makerere helped in streamlining the 
activities of E.M.D. Students* part-time tutors and
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University staff reviewed the study prograases during 
these annual vacation conferences. The colonial 
govemeant had to reckon with the numerical strength 
of the Kakerere Extra-Mural Studies Body which !vnd 
grassroot support. Adult learners and educators frora 
East African countries exchanged views in these con
ferences! thus eventually strengthening regional adult 
education programmes. This contact was more rrv/ardirjg 
In rising the students and tutors morale In adult educa
tion.

To have sn objective perception of the E.Il.D.’s 
role and functions in promotion of adult education in 
Kenya it is important to understand how the Institute 
o f Adult studies grew to its present status*

Zn 1963 when the Royal Technical College ixicaiae 
the University College* Nairobi; Extra-Mural programmes 
were transferred to the University College, ^xtra- 
Mural Department was headed by Prosser untill 1966 When 
he left. The College of Social Studies (C .S .S .) had 

been in existence since 1961 as a residential adult 

education institution for short and long—tern courses. 

E.M.D. lost its departmental status with the caiilfjana* 
tion which gave birth to the Institute of Adult stud ies  

in 1966 headed by a Director.

Adult Studies Centre (A.S.C.), the Institute’s 
residential training unit offers tailor—suule programmes
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for government departments and voluntary organ isations* 

hort-courses last from ona to four weeks* Besides 

the short and medium courses, A.S.C. mounts ono-yoar 
residential diploma in adult education course* Host 

of the residential courses organised by the tuo s is te r  

departments (E*M*D. and the Correspondence Course Unit — 

C*C.U.) are held at the A*S.C*

C *C *U • was a later development of the Institute* 
Since it a inception in 1967, the main pre occupation 
of the unit has been distance multi-media education 
for adults*

The three 'departaients' of the Institute nenelyt 
the Adult Studies Centre, Correspondence Course Unit 
and the Extra-Mural Division were integrated under 

one Director* As the chief academic and administrative 
officer, the Director is responsible to the Vice- 
Chancellor for the overall smooth running of the Insti
tute*

Institute's policies within the university frame
work are formulated by the Board of Adult Studios 

(B*A*S*) which reports its recommendations to the 

University Senate* Unlike the Dean of a Faculty, the 

Director has a tighter control of the affairs of each 

•department' of the Institute than a Dean of a faculty 
has on departments within s faculty* Acting as the
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chief public relations officer* the head of the >3tl- 
tute or hia appointee represent* the Institute's 
irtereats in the Dear* Committee, University Serate*. 
and in other committees within the university* govern
ment ministries and in private organisations.

The Xnstitute*s programmes have for a long tine 
been organised along the 1969 I.A.S. working party 
guidelines on the role of the I*A.S. in developoort 
of Kenya. One of the roles of the university and it s  

extension programme according to the working party  

is to ensure that citisens have an opportunity i'or 
life-long education in order to broaden their under— 

starding of their role in national development.
Along these general guidelines, each department of 
the Institute operates on specific objectives geared 

to achieve national educational goals as well as tiio 
University of Nairobi's specific goals in provision 
of adult education.

Extra-Mural Objectives and Organisation

Extra-Mural programmes in Kenya have been opera
ting for a long time along the British Extra-ttural 
traditions. The objectives of Extra-Mural Studies 1

1 INSTITUTE OP ADULT STUDIES, Development Plan
Trlennlu»: l W -
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w«r« summarized in the Department's 1953/54 report 

quoted by Prosser thus*

Without rejecting considerations or any sugges
tions for other kinds of activities, our oaip 
concern must be with more advanced education in 
non—vocational work* The departsMnt will not 
attempt to range over the whole field of adult 
education. Xt will exist mainly through not 
exclusively to serve those adults already ulth 
some education, to help them deepen and conso
lidate their understanding of culture*!

Since the inception of Extra-Mural work, these progra

mmes cater for adults who have had some formal educa

tion. Ability to communicate effectively in English  

language would be essential in order to benefit from 
the Division's adult education programmes. English 
language is the medium of communication, except in  

cases where languages such as french, Klswahill, 
Russian, German, Italian, and so forth are taught in  

the continuation classes.

In the preamble of its programme outline, the
S*M*D. objectives are spelt out ass-

• To help create better understanding between the 
highly educated minority and the majority of the 
people.

• To help create an informed public opinion without 
which there can bs no affective popular p artic ip a 
tion in government and public affairs.

• To help enrich the cultural life of the rural areas, 
thus making them more satisfying and attractive to 
live and work in.

• To enrich university teachers themselves, by esta
blishing close contacts with the society they serve* 1

1 op. cit. p. 292
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• To help develop suitable local adult education 
committees and other co-ordinatory machinery 
throughout the country for the production of 
■ore effective adult education programmes*1

Prograasaea are organised in the country by each 
one of the sis Extra-Mural Centres. These contras 
have their headquarters in Nairobi, Mombasa, Nycri, 
Nakuru, Kisumu and Kakamega. Geographical boundaries 
of these Extra-Mural centres do not coincide with 
provincial administrative boundaries. Population .. 
distribution and araa in square klloeatres as shown 
In Appendix C indicating the aise of each one of the 
six centres. The 1979 population census illustrates 
the estimated population to be catered for* Nyori and 
Mt. Kenya covers 122,246 square kilometres with popu
lation of 2,797,000. Nakuru centre covers an equally 
large area of 144,141 square kilometres with a popu
lation of over 2 million people (2,555,000) In Qlevsm 
administrative districts. Kakamega on tha contrary 
covers 8,284 square kilometres with a population of. 
leas than 2 million people (1,836,000). As recoanen- 
ded in chapter V, revision of the Extra-Mural centres 
boundaries in the whole country with s view to naxin lze  

deployment of the existing personnel is necessary*

All the six centres have their headquarters at  

Provincial headquarters. Mombasa Extra-Mural centre

1 UNIVERSITY OF NAIROBI (I.A.S.) Extra-Mural
Programme Outline,
(1978) pp. 1 - 2
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which covers the largest area (209,951 square kilo
metres) includes Korth—Eastern Province, Kiliii, Kv/ale, 
La mu, Mombasa Island, Taita and Tana River in its 
area of operation. Nairobi and Environs centre covert 
the city of Bairoblf Kachakos, Kitul, Kiambu and 
Kajiado districts. Nyeri and Mt. Kenya area centre 
extends in three districts in Central Province* Hyori, 
Murarg *a and Kirlnyagsf four districts in Eastern 
Province* Embu, Meru, Islolo and Marsabit, at well at 
Laikipia district in Rift-Valley Province. Risum 
centre covert all districts in Nyansa Province In  add i

tion to Kericho district. Only Kakamega centra cavort 
districts in a single province. Other centres extend 
in at least two provinces. Kakamega centre includes 
three districts in Western Province namely* Kakanoga, 
Busia and Bungoma. Nakuru centre which is second to 

Mombasa centre in size includes Nyardarua district in 
Central Province and all districts in Rift-Valley 
Province except Kajiado, Kericho and Laikipia districts*

Table 1 shows each Extra-Mural Centre's area in 
square kilometres, population distribution and average 
population density. Population distribution as i l lu s 

trated in Table 1 gives an estimate of each centre's 
total population.
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TABLS 1

AAEA, POPULATION AMD DENSITIES ( EXTR WTJH ,L C&rjiiES)

1 U‘ iJ:C o r  KENTCA, Kenya Population S*nm U  *969/Ql> lf Ministry 
Economic Planning* (1970)* 
pp. 1 .  2

2 2aily Nation, Nairobi* Nation Nawspaporo Ltd■
27th Nmabor 19% #
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Extra-Mural Centra* boundaries ware demarcated 
or two aain criteria; namely population distribution 
and distances to be covered froa the centra’s head- 
quarters* Pattern of population distribution h: s 
considerably changed fror the time the latest centres — 
Kyeri and Mt. Kenya Area and Kakamega centres were 
establisned* New towrships and settlement achetaes 
have been initiated thus influencing population 
distribution* Major roads connecting the new trading 
centres with the old ones, besides connecting to'.jn- 
ships, schools and municipalities have emerged*

Structural re-organisation of Extra-Mural Cortres 
boundaries would be necessary in order to serve the 
adult population in the best way possible* Operating 
from provincial headquarters has the advantage in that 
Extra-Mural staff have an easy access to herds of 
government ministries in the province, and heads of 
institutions srd organisations concerned with adult 
education thus maximising on the economies of scalo*

Traditional programmes in Extra-Mural Centres 
fall into three categories: public lectures, se--.inars 
and short courses, and evening continuation classes* 
Each Centre nevertheless designs and implements its 
educational programmes according to the needs of the 
adult population*
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Public Lectures

Each centre organ!*** lecture*, symposia and 
debate* for members of th* general public to discuss 
topics of current interest to the adult population# 
Issues of national or international importance are 
discussed Ir these forums led by resource peroara* 
recruited locally or by members of staff from the 
Internal departments of the university#

Seminars and Short Courses

Weekend workshops and seminars are designed 
wherever there are suitable facilities for adults# 
Participants are usually drawn from professional and 
leadership groups such as adult education officers, 
literacy teachers, chiefs and local authoritlos 
councillors#

Future E*M,D. programmes will need to strengthen 
these weekend "schools" and seminar for adults in rural 
areas# Adults in general need to be kept abreast with 
modern techniques, skills and knowledge relevant to 
their occupations and the changing life-situations# 
These seminars and workshops for local leaders, 
professionals and so forth are geared to help parti
cipants to develop and to acquire skills and abilities 
to stake them effective agents of national developrvrrt#



The KCEOP report acknowledged the usefulness of ;_:eao 
seminars and recommended allocation of more re&uurccs 
to enable E*M*D • to serve more rural population oy 
statingi

The Extra-Mural study programme has done a great 
deal in the field of adult education* The results 
in such areas as small-scale business hove been 
very encouraging* The committee therefore ureas 
that more resources be found to enable the progra
mme to serve more people in the rural are'

Evenl»*q Continuation Classes

Evening continuation classes are organized accor
ding to the need of adult population* A mininun of ton
students wishing to study a subject/course at the some

2level is necessary before a class is officially regis
tered in the Extra-Mural Centre* ; ’

In 1977/78 academic year six broad categories of 
courses ranging from elementary to advanced level were 
offered! Languages; Business Studies; Social sciences; 
Lavv Administration and Managementj Physical Science 
and Special Courses*

Students* offerings in 1970 s evening classes

b & B !_________________  t
Government Printer, (1976), p» 88

2 UNIVERSITY or NAIROBI (I.A.S.), Extra-i-Jura 1 
Division Programme outline.
(1978), p. S

1 REPUBLIC OP KENYA, Report of thfi Natl

m M nl mmr2Accounting/Bog
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differ considerably from what students preferred ir the 
late 1950s and early 1960s. Majority of atud«rts In 
pre—independent Kenya enrolled in subjects/couroes 
relating to the nature of government and econonJ.cs.

Tewer students enrolled in Business Administration 
and Management courses. Prosser asserts that such a. 
trend was understandable in the late fifties atnc! oorly 
sixties as political mobilisation increased.^ Studios 
in political science end economics were exciting ir 
years preceding independence.

Comparison between two periods (1956— 1963) and 
(1964-1969) illustrates students* preference in evening 
classes in Nairobi area. '

TABLE 2

COMPARISON OF STUDENTS* ATTENDANCE PATTERN!
InO FEKIOOS (1956-1963) AND (1964-1969)

SUBJECTS NO. OF CLAS
SES (1956- 
1963)

NO. OF
CLASSES
(1964-1969)

Government or Political 
Scionce
Economics
English Language
History
Mathematics
Account 1 ng / Book-Keeping

37 ,le: 2
38 22
14 76
7 22

al Tate in

m  SMb

25
1 33

Total 98 162

1 op. cit p. 306
2 ibid. p. 350
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Enrolments in the pre-independent ere conporod 
to post-independent era in political science, -cono- 
mics, Mathematics and Aecounting/Book-keeping courses 
differed significantly as Illustrated on Tabic 
Surprisingly political science classes dwindled in 
post-Independence era which gives an impression that 
adults became apolitical after attainment o f  independe
nce* Or perhaps the programme organisers do—onphasiaed 
political education in the evening classes* Hathoca* 
ties and Accounting/Book-keeping courses in contrast 
attracted few students in the colonial era* In the 
later period enrolswnt In mathematics and Business 
studies Increased considerably. This boost in enrol
ment in Business education was partly because oppor
tunities in commerce and Industry were open to Kenyans 
qualified in Business and Management courses In the 
poet-independence era*

Evening classes have continued to be one of the 
most popular features in the Extra-Mural classes.
This popularity is unfortunately accompanied by a high 
dropout rate. Xn annual reports, staff conference 
end meetings, university staff members have expressed 
deep concern about the withdrawal rate in the evening 
classes.

Chapter XZX is review of literature. Factors which 
lead students to dropout from continuing programmes 
are analysed. Empirical research findings on dropout 
trends are discussed in the chapter.
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CHAPTER III 
LITERATURE REVIEW 

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to review lite
rature related to drop-outs in formal and in non— 
formal educational programmes* Educational wastage 
in form of drop-outs has continued to affect the 
effectiveness of educational programmes in Kenya as 
discussed under the background and significance of 
study in Chapter I* General findings on what causes 
withdrawal from courses and study programmes and 
possible measures to minimise drop-out rates ore 
discussed.

In the process of literature review, various 
independent variables such as curricula relevance* 
learners educational needs, types of teachers and 
teaching methods, socio-economic and administrative 
factors and so on are examined with a view to identify 
factors which prominently contribute to attrition* 
Literature on empirical researches, theoretical exposi
tions and recorded experiences in the field provided 
the basis on which the literature review is done.

Main findings and conclusion from the literature
review are summarised in the final section of tile 
chapter with e view to compare and contrast the nain
thrust of the review with discussion of research
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findings of tha M i n  study in chspter v.

Curriculum Relevance and Dropout

The commission which was looking into the curri—  
culum development in Konya (Bossy Report)* strcscol 
that tho governing principle of curriculum building 
la summed up by the word relevance* It further 
suggested that the test of a good curriculum or 
syllabus is its relevance to the individual needs 
and capacities of the learners} to their lives arc! 
the socialv traditional and geographical setting in 
which the learners live*

Irrelevant curricula has been identified as a 
factor which leads to withdrawal of learners £rt» 
educational prograeees as alaboratsd in the litera
ture review*

Herrick (1965) seees to agree with the principles 
of curriculum design advocated by the Bessy Report by 
stating that any curriculum or contsnt of study worth 
its salt should gaar its curriculum under throe cri
teria whose referents are: u n ' s  categorised and 
preserved knowledge - the subject fields} the society, 1

1 REPUBLIC OP KENYA

f
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its institutions and social processes; and the indi
vidual to be educated, his nature, needs and develop
ment patterns.^ More important to the educationists 
in view of the curriculum design proposed by harrick 
is that learners have specific motives why they enrol 
in educational programmes. As soon as learners :.‘oel 
that educational programmes are not relevant to their 
educational needs, in most cases they withdrew*

Zn an article entitled *Dropout Studies: Design 
and Conduct*, Schreiber, 0., et al. postulated that 
withdrawal is wasteful even though these dropouts 
gain some basic knowledge which raises their levels 
of educational attainment. Causes of dropout were 
the subject of his research which raised the question 
of curriculum design and its implementation as the 
basic factor which night ultimately lead to dropout*^

As Boshier contends, it is important to identify 
what motivates adults or other learners for that natter 
to attend educational programmes before one begins to 
investigate why such groups of learners withdraw from

I V .  HERRICK, Strategies of Curriculum ?>»YipT?i7“ 
ment. Ohio: Charles lierr?:ll '* 
Books, (1965), p. 4

2 D. SCHREIBER, et al. "Dropout studies: design 
and conduct", Washington, National 
Educational Association Project: 
School Dropout, (1965), p, 15
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the programme. He explains that there seems to be 
some relationship between the initial motive and 
subsequent dropout/persistence behaviour** This 
suggests that learners have an educational neod that 
has to be met by the educational programme* ‘Educa
tional need is defined by Knowles as the gap between 
the Individual's present level of competencies as 
defined by the learner himselfv his organisation or

2his society and a higher competency level expected*
If the learner's educational needs are not in hamony 
with what is offered in the programme* his morale 
end motivational level decreases; thus increasing Ills 
probability of dropping out.

The importance of identification of leamurs 
educational needs need not be over-emphasised* A  
case in point waa illustrated by Andrew Fair balm, 
the Director of education for the County of Leices
tershire since 1960 who mentions that the educational 
wastage in the evening classes in Leicestershire in 
1960 s to the extent of having a large proportion of 1

1 ROGER BOSHIER, 'Motives for Attendance at
Adult educations their relation
ship to Sex and Dropout* 
national Congress of Unlv

2 M.S. KNOWLES, Bt* Practice of.
Education: Andraqoqy versus
Pedagogy^ New *ork: Assoc 
Press, (1970), p. 85
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the extent of having a large proportion of classes 
either closed or drastically reduced in numberc. High 
dropout rates were particularly noticed within women 
group study circles. Contrary to the progracre plan
ners' intentions, "most classes were more friendship 
groups than genuine classes for education of adults" *^ 
High dropout rates originated from the unsuitability 
of the curriculum. Learners motives were not taken 
into consideration in the education design*

It is worth noting Torster's (1964) investigation 
of the main factors of low school attendance in. Ason, 
a Pantl village in Ghana where he came up with 
different conclusions from what Schrelber, D*v at alv 
and what Roger Boshler had found out. According to 
Forster, curricula irrelevance was not an important 
determinant in attrition; but on the contrary, parents 
and townsmen in As an were convinced that education 
would be a waste of time if the youth were to remain 
in villages and become fishermen and fishmongers upon 
completion of schooling. The researcher found out 
that education offered was not highly regarded for 
it did not "lead anywhere" within the pervasive 1

1 ANDREW PAIR BAIRN "A Memoir of Harold Wiltshire,"

Nottingham Department of Adult Educa
tion, Nottingham: Hill and Tyleo 
Ltd., (1976), p.p. 7-10
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although the content aspect of the curriculum aonnad 
to be relevant to the local environment. Schooling 
was apt to remain unimportant until there was diroct
"pay-off** to education in economic and social tor; u,

Briggs (1972) carried out an empirical reso xch 
looking into the basic factors which led to premature 
withdrawal of pupils from government primary schools 
In Kenya. In his study he found out that 30*3 per 
cent of the total respondents withdrew from school 
because they felt that school work would not help 
In their later life.* These findings were slnilor 
to Forster's findings in Ghana.

Briggs' national wide survey identified multiple 
factors which led to premature withdrawal. jucstiorv- 
naires were administered randomly to 1048 students 
who had prematurely withdrawn from primary schools.
A similar but not identical questionnaire was 
nistered to 104 teachers, headmasters, chiefs ard 
other people within education circles in the sa. 
area where the samples for study were drawn.

1 PHILIP J. FOSTER,

2 HARRY BRIGGS, 'A
of Stud 
Kenya.•University
56

Si Hairobi (1972), p.p.53-
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Factors which led to withdrawal of pupils frora prlna— 
ry schools were ldertlfied as the table below shot;s:

TABLE 3
ir r r . a n a l y s t; by p e r c e n t a g e of s t u d e n t::
RESPONDING RANKED IN ORDER OF IMPOKTAIk.i,

REASONS FOR alTHDRA RAL PERCEHTAOE 
OF STUD NTS 
GIVTJK3 THAT 
REASON

1. Inability to pay fees 41.0
2. Other reasons 30*7
3. Unsuitable conditions at home 

for study 35.5
4. Student felt that he would 

'fall* 32.0
5. Decided that school work 

would not help in later life 30.3
6. Parents felt that benefits of 

schooling not worth the costs 25.9
7. Schooling work too tiring 25.9
8. Had to stay at home to work 

on the land 19.6
9. Facilities at school were poor 12*2
10. Teaching was of poor standard 8.0
11. Journey to school too lorg 6.1

Source: H. BRIGGS op.cit. p. 56

Premature withdrawal of learners from educational 
programmes cannot be attributed to one single factor

such as curriculum relevance. It appears that adult
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l*am«rs usually dropout of classes as a function of 
complex interactions between social, economic, poncho- 
logical and administrative reasons.

Teaching strategies and Dropout Trends— -«—   - J I''
A major contributory factor into the rsot causes 

of dropouts has been attributed to the calibre of the 
teaching personnel.

T.o. William's investigation of the "Wastage rates 
and the teacher qualification in Guatemala primary 
schools" found out that the variability in the quali
fication of teachers between regions were among the 
key determinants of differences in dropout rates; and 
that inadequate teacher training was a cause of high 
dropout rates.1 His study in Guatemala suggested that 
there was a strong relationship between retention rates 
and the qualification of the teaching force. Low 
salaries for teachers were associated with high dropout 
rates presumably because low salaries for teachers 
indicated relatively poorly academically qualified 
teachers. This conclusion oversimplifies the question 
of the quality of teachers by assuming that highly 
academically qualified teachers were in all cases 
excellent teachers who therefore tended to retain 
learners in their classes and vice versa.

1 T.D. WILLIAMS, "Wastage Rates and Teachor 
Qualifications in Guatemala

g g & S i s :  % g " $ s q g iFebruary, (196S), p.p. 46-52
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role of the quality of teachers In the retention of 
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•  adequately taken Srt
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t A.C. MALECHE,
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2 H. BRIGGS op* clt. P 61
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Greene's study identified common characteristics 
inherent in his samples of the elementary pupils who 
later dropped out of school ast irregular attendance** 
retardation in grade at least once, below grade level 
achievement Including reading, unsatisfactory relations 
with teachers, and lack of interest in school activi
ties.^

Livingston supports Greene's view that withdrawal 
from schools has its beginnings in the elementary 
school. If the elementary schools were to identify 
potential dropouts more carefully from the types of
symptomatic behaviour mentioned by Greene f the inci
dences of dropouts could be substantially reduced.

He further suggests that appropriate strategics 
to minimize dropouts would include the abolition of 
the grade schools with a tendency to label sonic students 
failures; provision of a greater variety of school 
activities to permit more students to acquire a sense 
of belonging and self-realization; placement of poten
tial dropouts under the care of the most sympathetic 
and understanding teachers; provision of educational 
experiences within the capacity of pupils of linitod 
ability; better remedial instructions particularly ir

1 BERT I. GREENS, "Dropouts and the Elementary
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reading t and improved guidance services for suea 
learners.1

Higher education prog resaws are no exception to 
dropouts. University undergraduates discontinue their 
degree prograssses especially at the end of their first
year. The Ominde Report lamented about the wastage
experienced in the Engineering Department of tlie
University of Nairobi. Engineering courses lost
proportionately bigger population of students at the

2end of the first year than in other University under
graduate courses. Students were discontinued because 
of low academic performance in their first year 
exasd.net ions.

Socio-Economic factors and Dropout Trends

The Oeinde Commission which was the f i r s t  

national enquiry into the whole of the education  

system in Kenya with a view of making recommendations 

to the government and other bodies concerned with 

planning and organisation of education on how to 

Improve educational effectiveness in Kenya schools, 
■ade observations about dropouts in evening classes.

1 A.H. LIVINGSTON, "Key to the Dropout Problem 
Clementar 
Journal. !

school", Efowntasy 
(February, 1959) y p.p*287-

2 REPUBLIC OF KENYA, 
Re 
Na
p. 96

irobi: Government Printer, (19G4),
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The 0*1 nd* report stated that the heavy burden of 
craning classes and homework was wore than what many 
people were willing to or able to endure for longj 
with the result that studies were discontinued and 
suffered severe "wastage".

Xt envisaged partial solution on the extension 
of s^ndwlch day-release system. Xt was still vague 
to the Conwlssion as to the cause of the severe wasta
ge in these evening continuation classes. No mention 
has been wade in the report on what are the main 
causes of dropouts; although a prescription has been 
suggested.1

Studies of educational wastage in terms of with* 
drawal from classes or educational prograames hove 
sing lad-out economic and soc la 1-econowic factors as 
one of the swjor causes. Economic factors might 
influence withdrawal ratas in two ways: first through 
tha effects of costs and returns to education on 
individual incentives and second through the effocts 
of income or the ability of the governments or sponsors 
to afford the necessary educational expenditure*

Levy (1971) argues that high income groups tend 
to have higher dropout rates because of higher oppor
tunity costs incurred as these groups stay in adult

1 REPUBLIC OF KENYA,

Printer, (1964) p. 37
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evening classes, but on the other hand high income 
occupation might lead to lower dropout rates because 
students in higher income groups can afford more 
education.1 On the other hand poverty of parents 
has been cited as a major cause of school dropouts. 
Children from lower Income groups have to contribute 
to the family income by working. Opportunity costs 
for higher education by attending classes instead of 
earning e living are higher in the lower income groups 
and therefore they tend to have higher dropout rates. 
Besides poverty, social problems equally lead to with
drawal.

Fred K. Kamoga's (1963) study carried out in four 
places in Uganda to determine the cause of dropouts in 
schools revealed that children from broken marriages
seemed to show not only high dropout rates but a

2number of social and health problems as well.1*

Investigations on causes of wastage by S. Collins

1 MILDRED B. LEVY, "Determinants of Primary
School Dropouts in Developing 
Countries" Comparative Adult Sduca— 
tion Review, Vol. xv, No. 1,
W l J ,  pp. 44-58

2 FRED K. KAMOGA, "School leaving as affected
by separation of Parents in 3uga»^dat" 
Papers for the East African Institute 
of Social Research, 1963.
(Mlmeo)•



(1964) * and J. Cameroon (1965)2 in primary arid middle 
schools in Tanganyika confirmed that social ant’ econo
mic factors contribute to dropouts. Collins contends 
that schemes for the general education of parents and 
measures to increase the per capita income of the 
country should go along way towards reducing the with
drawal rates. Cameroon argues that both qualitative 
wastage should be looked into. Qualitative wastage is 
characterized by wastage which results when schools 
are ineffective in their expected functions* Cameroon 
asserted that Collins study focused on the quantitative 
aspects of wastage with little attention to the quality 
and competence of the schools studied.

In response to questionnaires administered to 
teachers, headmasters, chiefs and other people within 
educational circles, Briggs came up with the following 
data** as shown on Table 4 on page 72.

1 SYDNEY COLLINS, "The Social and Economic Causes
of Wastage in Schools and other Liluca— 
tional Institutions in TanganyikafM 
Teacher Education. Vol. 5. No* 1*
TMiy « « ) ,  p.p. 1c -  so

2 JOHN CAMEROON, "Wastage ir Tanganyika with
Special reference to primary Schools 
Teacher Education, Vol. 6, No* 2f 
Tsoverr-ber, 1963) , p.p. 103 - 114

3 HARRY BRIGGS, op. cit. p. 61
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TABLE 4

AW ANALYSIS Or TEACHERS AND HEADMASTERS RBSPOMSCS 
HAWKED AS A PERCENTAGE Or THOSE RESPONDIiK}

REASONS FOR WITHDRAWAL

CuesUo* 1 M )  ora nc

PERCENTAGE OF 
fEACHERS, HEAD. 
1ASTERS, ETC. 
SIVING THAT 
SEASON

1* Inability to pay fees 98
2. Other reasons 77.3
3. Unsuitable conditions at

home for study 64.9
4. Had to stay at home to

A

work on the land 56.7
5. Student felt that he would

•fail* 52.6
€• Parents felt that the

benefits schooling were
not worth the costs 46.4

7* Decided that school work
would not help in later •
life 39.2

8. Facilities at school were
poor 36.0

9. School work was too tiring 34.0
10* Journey to school was too

long 20.6
11* Teaching was of a poor

standard 10.3

Sources H. BRIGGS, op* cit p.61
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As Table 4 illustrates, findings by Briggs support 
the view that economic factors ara the sain deter
minants of withdrawal from primary schools* Inabi
lity to pay foos (Question 1) was ranted highest, 
and the third reason in order of priority ranking 
was Question 3 "Unsuitable conditions at home four 
study"• Question 1 and 3 are not mutually eaocluuivo. 
Therefore the two questions reflect on economic 
factors of learners home background.

But on the other hand besides the parents inabi
lity or ability to pay fees, their attitude towu^ds 
•ducatIon partly determines the amount of resources 
they are prepared to avail for the educational 
purposes of their children. In some instances parents 
have adequate financial ability, but their negative 
attitudes towards education deters then from mooting 
the educational costs. Mbllinyi's paper on "-'rrn’i— 
tlonal attitudes towards women" in Tansanla has 
highlighted that most parents would rather educate 
male children than female children if they were a shod 
to prioritise on utilization of scarce resources 2ar 
educational purposes.^ Parents perceived the educa
tion of boya as having higher returns to the facily 1

1 H. KaiLinYI, "Traditional Attitude touonlc 
women" Paper read at the 
Universities of East Africa 
Social Science Conference, 
Oar-es-Salaam, 1970. (Mlnoo).
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in comparison to girls education. In that Ciuie ■■fLvlB 

had a higher probability of withdrawing fro* schools 
on socio- economic background than boys*

study of Adult Basic Education (a b e ) pgorjraranes 
toy D.L. Hawkins (1968) suggested various dfcdategjfefei 
of Improving the effectiveness of the programs!**
This investigation sought to discover why adults

- m l  M v  I n l i f  r  - n  — „  i g g a d A i n  n  S i *dropped froe non—formal basic education In *ijf Orleans 
public schools and to suggast ways of reducing the 
number of dropouts.

A specially constructed interview schedule Mas 
used to obtain data from a 10 per cent randoca ssrplo 
of the 196S-67 dropouts listed in the programmes* 
Responses of the 50 interviewees indicated that

^BWTttPV of Aftil
main reasons for withdrawal were such personal onoo 
as illness# conflict in employment schedule?:# and 
childcare problems* Institutional administrative 
problems in these ABE programmes seemed to play a 
negligible pert in wastage.

The researcher identified a need for snail group
ings# diversified programmes and flexible schecJulor. to 
fit the heterogeneous students that characterise CfcTv.lt 
programmes. It was equally necessary to formulate 
realistic short 'range and long range goals to serve as

American Institute <*us*x:.r': i
4
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Incentives for adult learners*1 Without flexibility 
in these programmes the eain purpose of Meeting the 
learners educational need would he defeated*

In the Nigerian Business and Apprenticeship 
Training Centre at Kaduna, established by the Ministry
of Trade and Industry* it was found out that in January, 
1965 students who were in most cases employees dropped 
out of the prog ranee mainly because of transfers too 

other towns*2 If planners and administrators have to 
minimise dropouts in adult continuation classes they 
have to taka into consideration in prograssse design 
and implementation not only the potential participants* 
personal interests and responsibilities, but also their 
employment schedules*

? * m u s M * ten

The literature review has largely discussed factors 
which have been identified as the major detemlnrmts of 
withdrawal of students from formal and non-formal 
tlonal programmes. Suggestions on how to minimise

1 D.L. HAWKINSf *a  Study of Dropouts in an Adult 
Basic Education Programs and a 
General Education Development 
Programme and Suggestions for the 
Holding Power of these Programes," 
Bloomington: Indiana University,
(1966) , p. 143

2 JAMES K* SHEFFIELD AND VICTOR P. DIEJOMAOH, 

American Institute (SuDoort fro;nstitute (Support from USAID), (1972), p. 38
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dropout rates hare also been suggested. Issues 

reviewed included curriculum design and its rele
vance to the needs of learners; teachers' competence 
In curr leu lust implementation, and the soclo-oconanlc 
conditions which affect the learning environment thus 
leading the learners to dropout*

In their investigations on factors leading to 
dropouts Bo shier (1971) and Andrew fair b a l m  (1976) 
have identified irrelevant curricula as an aspect 
which leads to withdrawal* Fairbairn stressed that 
in order to sustain learners' interests, the curri
culum has to address itself to the immediate needs 
of the learners*

Contrary to the views expressed by those who 
associated curriculum with dropout rates; Forster's
(1964) research in Ghana came up with different find
ings* According to his findings, dropouts in schools 
were largely a consequence of parental and social 
negative attitudes towards educational programmes 
rather than what had been singled out as irrelevant 
curricula* He asserts that social and parental per
ception of the "usefulness" in future life Oil ufiat was 
taught influenced the pupils attendance behaviour*

Other literature suggested that high dropout rates 
wore due to poor teaching strategics* T.D. tfilliaos
(1965) and A*J* Kaleche (1962) emphasized that there 
were strong relationships between the quality of teachers
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and the dropout ratal.

Teaching at the elementary schools hae boon 
singled out by Oreene (1962) and Livingston <1959) 
as possible source of future dropouts. It is in the 
elementary schools where basic skillsv attitudes and 
knowledge on which success in future learning depends. 
Fins foundation has to be built in elementary schools 
as a preventive measure in minimising dropouts.

Socio-economic conditions of learners have boon 
highlighted by Levy (1971) and Briggs (1972) In connec
tion with withdrawal from schools. Briggs study on 
the premature withdrawal of primary school pupils 
in Kenya indicated that withdrawal was largely duo to 
inability to pay fees. Fred K. Kamoga (1963) case 
study in Bug and a illustrated instances of high dropout 
rates from children brought up in unstable marriages* 
Students perseverance rate was lower in in stances 
whore the social and physical environments were not 
conducive to effective learning.

To overcome the socio-economic problems identified 
by Collins and Caamroon who carried out extensive study 
In Tanganyika; two approaches were recommended: rigorous 
strategies for general education of parents and the 
society on the usefulness of education; and to under
take measures to Increase the per capita income of the 
country.
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A look at Ja m s  R* Sheffield'* findings show 
that employment responsibilities and social cocnib* 
BMnt interfere with adult learning schedules* Plan
ners have to take into consideration the various 
learners' characteristics and responsibilities in 
designing educational progresses.

t

In conclusionv the literature review indicated 
that high dropout rates originate in the unsuitability 
of the curricula and the teaching strategies} iaaladnl— 
nistratlon of the education prograeiMS, and the socio
economic factors which Influence the learners * attenda
nce behaviour. However* the data reviewed in this 
chapter on adult dropout rates is rather thin to 
justify this conclusion*

-v rt 9X.
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CHAPTER IV
RESEARCH DESIGN AND FINDINGS 

Introduction

This chapter is intended to describe in details 
the research design and also to outline research 
findings. Research Methodology applied in this 
study is highlighted briefly in chapter I.

In this chapter, the research Methodology Is 
outlined in four sections. First section outlines 
the general design of study. Second section donIs 
with the structure and format of questionnaires 
adsdnlstered in the study. In the third and fourth 
sections, the pilot study and the Main study samples 
are described respectively.

Research findings are elaborated in the second 
part of the chapter. Findings on various factors 
leading to premature withdrawal of students enrolled 
in the Extra-Mural classes as perceived by students^ 
part-time tutors, planners and sdsinistrators forms 
the sain thrust of the section.

General Design of the Study

The Initial research proposal was discussed in 
a staff confarence at the Institute of Adult Studies 
of the University of Nairobi. Ideas and views gene
rated in the discussion helped in the second draft
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of the research proposal.

The study employed the following methodology*

(1) Study of the existing records in the two Extra- 
Mural Centres namely* class-registers, E*I'.D. 
annual reports and literature from the library.

(li) Questionnaires administered to students, part— 
time tutors, planners and administrators in 
Extra-Mural continuation classes.

(ill) Informal Interview with students, part—tine 
tutors, planners and administrators.

<iv) Casual observation of students, part-time tutors 
and E.M.O. permanent staff on their day to day 
work.

It was necessary to scrutlze existing records 
pertaining to continuation classes. Class registers 
formed the most important source of data in identi
fying dropouts from those students who had success
fully completed their course of study in a given terra.

The researcher visited the two Extra-Mural Centres 
namely* Nairobi and Kisumu between April and December, 
1979 and perused through term Z class attendance 
registers.

p*n»Ml of the Division’s annual report also shed 
more light on general administrative and planning 
aspects of the continuation classes. Classes were in
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four M i n  a r m  of study that Is Business Studies* 
Science, Social Science and Languages.

Identification of dropout students meant scruti
nising all class registers. Where students had 
attended less than 80% of the sessions in tho torn* 
they were categorised as dropouts. Detailed descrip
tion of the operational definition is contained in 
chapter I under the sub-heading definition of toms.

Collection of Data

The researcher with the assistance of Extra-* Hxral 
permanent staff in Nairobi ft Enviroments and Klsum 
Extra-Mural Centres administered the questionnaires 
to selected respondents. It was difficult to trace 
dropouts for three main reasons.

first, inadequate contact addresses in the 
Centre's class-registers made it impossible to follow 
students. In some cases the required information 
about the students background such as telephone 
numbers* postal address, or residential address v/ore 
incomplete which was in itself a limiting factor for 
any effective follow-up.

Second, not all the students whose contact 
addresses were complete and therefore traceable were 
contacted. Students were not contacted due to other 
constraints. Some ex—students had changed employment 
since the time of their registration in the Cxtra-iiural



programme* Their current addresses could not be 
traced* Those who did not respond to the question* 
naires were contacted by telephone* Not all dropouts 
were on telephone all the sane. As such there was 
no way of contacting then. Apart fron Changincj 
employment, some students had changed their contact 
addresses* In a one cases it was necessary to contact 
then through their employers* Attempts to arrange 
Interviews with some dropouts misfired because of 
distances involved and work schedules*

The third limitation in this study was tho gene
ral unco-operativeneas on the part of the ex-atudentfl 
who failed to respond to the questionnaires sent to 
them* Others did not co-operate even when face to 
face Interviews were sought*

The number which failed to respond to the ques
tionnaires sent to them did not significantly influe
nce the result of this study because the sample which 
responded was representative of the population*

Questionnaires

Questionnaires were administered to 97 successful 
students* Similar but not identical questionnaires 
wore administered to 25 students who had pro-oaturoly 
withdrawn from the programme* The third category 
of questionnaires were administered to 40 part-tire 
tutors, 21 planners and administrators*
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The relative numbers and percentage* in coop lo
tion of questionnaires are indicated on the table 5.

t a b l e s

RETURN’ OF QUESTIONNAIRES BY SUCCESSFUL STUDENTS* 
DROPOUTS. PART-TIME TUTORS, PLANNERS AND 
ADMINISTRATORS IK EXTRA-MURAL CONTINUATION CLASSESf

CATEGORY OF
RESPONDENTS

EXPECTED
NUMBER

COMPLETED
QUESTION
NAIRES

PERCENe
TAGE

Successful
Students

130 97 7S£

Urnmnf 'v ifi'SS Sr\ "
Students 57 25 445i

Planners, Admini
strators and part- 
tine tutors 72 61 89*

Total 259 183 71%

1
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questionnaires X (See Appendix D) and XI ( e s  
Appendix E) were similar and were administers to 
successful and dropout students respectively* The 
two questionnaires had 21 questions which respondents 
were required to respond too.

In question X respondents were asked to m n k  in 
order of importance what they considered as the rwet 
important factors leading students to withdraw prema
turely from continuation classes, Numerals 1,2*3,
4 f etc were used to rank stateisents which were provi
ded in the question.

The data end information obtained from the ques
tionnaires were grouped into five main categories of 
withdrawal determinant factors namelyt

1* Part-time tutors' Ineffectiveness in facilita
tion* counselling and guidance of students*

2* Administrative procedures in Extra-Mural Centres*

3* Health and socio-economic conditions of learners.
4* Students personal goals* study habits and plans 

and educational backgrounds.

5* Other reasons.

Frequency tallies ware computed on items ranked 
by respondents as the most important in influencing 
withdrawal. Tallias under every item were totalled 
and expressed as a percentage of the total msabor 
of tallias.
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Question 2 sought to find out the c our sec or 
subjects that the students had enrolled for. Part 
of the question required respondents to spell out 
the reasons for choosing the particular courses or 
subjects.

The second part of the question tried to ova- 

luate the subject-content. Students were required 
to state whether the subject-content taught was help

ful or not helpful to thee. At the same time* they 

were asked to give reasons for their answers.

Question 3 asked respondents to spell out whether 
they were Involved in tisw-tabling of their class 
schedules. This question Intended to ascertain Whether 

adult learners in E.M.D. classes were involved in 
progressing classes that they attended.

Question 4 sought further information on atudonts* 
(Motives in enrolling for continuation c la s s e s . F irs t  

part of the question asked respondents whether they 

intended to ait for public exaninations at the end o f  

their course or not. Part of the question required 
those students who were preparing for external eseani- 
nations to nasm the examining body*

Knowledge on the learners educational motives and 

particularly identifying whether they were txanlnation 
oriented or not was necassary in assessing what the 

learners considered as their main objectives in enro-
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111*9 *or class**.

Questions 5 and 6 focussed on students hone 
assignments. Respondents were asked to state Whether 
they were given assignments to do from home by the
part-time tutors. At the same time, students were
der'ts stated personal factors such as sex, fexv" Xy at 
required to state how often these assignments wore
given besides specifying whether they could cope with
the assignments.

Questions 7 and 8 elicited information on 
students study habits. Question 7 asked studonts to 
state whether they were members of a library whore 
they would borrow text-books or not. Question 8 
required respondents to specify the environmental 
conditions pertaining to their study-rooms at their 
homes. These questions were geared to find out i/hat 
impediments might have negative effects on students 
self-tuition.

Payment of tuition fees is a factor which night 
have led students to dropout. Studonts were ached 
In question 9 to state the person or institution tliafc 
paid for their course. Questions 10 to 13 elicited 
information on distancas travelled to and from the 
learning centres| means of travel; time taken to 
travel and stating whether students travel to classes 
straight from their places of work. Information of 
this nature was Important in an effort to evaluate 
effects on classes as a result of distances involved
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in travelling to learning centre*.

Questions 14 to 18 dealt with withdrawal deter

minant factors ranging from personal characteristics 
to academic and professional qualifications* Respon
dents stated personal factors such as sex, fam ily statu s,

age and number of children; salary per month; highest
in€ s&in study sample coinprlsed cf successful 

level of schooling attained; and professional quaIlf1—
• wUufint- 1 oropoucft| p&i* iIRC tutci8| planners and 
cations when the respondents studied with the Extra-
Mural programme.

Question 19 required students to ind icate  whether 

they belonged to any social organisations) and to 

specify offices held in  the organisation(s) I f  any*

Question 20 elicited suggestions on how to 
improve Extra-Mural continuation classes in general*
The final question was entitled - Any other remrk3*
Zt was envisaged that general remarks would shod
light on underlying factors leading to premature w ith -*n oipnoDcticai oraer •
drawal of students from evening continuation classes*

Pilot Study
A pilot study was carried out to ascorta ls  whether 

the research instruments such as the questionnaires 

would effectively elicit the required information* 

Open-ended questionnaires were pre-tested with adult

students in two Extra-Mural Centres namely: Nakuru
vUu XAa s*« 5TANLKXf 3tcLtistim ard Mombasa. Seven dropout students and eleven

• New Jersey: Print ice—Hall, 
successful students responded to the questionnaires*

I
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It was consequently decided to rephrase some 

questions. Slight charge was necessary because, some 

questions had not been clearly stated. Questionnaires 

I and II (See Appendices D and E) were adapted and 

finally used in the main study.

The Main Study Sample

The main study sample comprised of successful 

students, dropouts, part-time tutors, planners and 

administrators. Total number of students to whom 

the questionnaires were administered was 122. The 

sample was drawn from a total population of 1525 

students who had enrolled in the first term in 1978/79 

academic year in the two Extra-Mural centres. Of the 

total students sample of 122, 97 students had success

fully completed the course whereas 25 students were 
dropouts.

A list of successful students registered in the 

Extra-Mural classes was made in alphabetical order.

Two digit numbers from 01 to 400 were assigned to 

all names which had complete contact addresses.

These numbers were placed in a basket and picked 

at random. Then the researcher tried to contact those 

who had been selected randomly. Dropouts were identi- 1

1 GENE V. GLASS and JULIAN C. STANLEY, Statisti
cal Methods in Education and Psycho
logy. New Jersey: Printice-Hall, 
(1970) p. 213
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fled from class registers and followed without arty 
sampling.

Distribution of students by course categories 
is illustrated on table 6.

TABLE 6

DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS BY COURSE CATEGORIES

COURSE CATEGORIES f %

Social Science 33 27.1

Business Education 63 51.6

Languages 26 21.3

Total 122 100

As indicated on table 6, majority of the students 
in E.M.D. programme were enrolled in Business educa
tion Courses. Business courses offered in these 
classes include courses leading to Accounts Cleric 
National Certificate, Certified Public Accountants and 
Certified Public Secretaries. Other courses include 
Business English, Business Administration, Stores 
Supervision, Marketing, Salesmanship, Accountancy, 
Stores and Supplies etc.
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Epsearch rinding*

A brief overview of the purpose of study pre
cedes the description of the research findings*

The purpose of study was to investigate nain 

factors which lead students enrolled in the 2j(tra« 
Mural Division's continuation programme to discon
tinue attending classes prematurely.

In the light of the findingsv the researcher has 
recommended in chapter V strategies of curbing the 

wastage.

Detailed analysis of various factors leading to  

premature withdrawal of students enrolled in the 

Extra-Mural continuation classes forms the main thrust 

of the section.

This section describes the general research 
findings on what each category of respondents nanelyj 
students, part-time tutors, and planners and admini

strators - viewed es the major withdrawal determinants.

Students' views on withdrawal determinants

Both successful and dropout students were inter
viewed in this study. Students in general ranked 
part-time tutors role as the most important factor in 
influencing learners withdrawal or persistence beha
viour. This is illustrated on withdrawal ranking on 
tables 7 and 8. All categories of leemers were in
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a g r M M n t  in regard to tha crucial role part—fcino
fliMW t i h t o  7 0 t i i f f i M f u l  s t u d t ^ k s  J M M  tutors play in these classes. Successful and dropout

students ranked part-tisM tutors role in facilitation*
counselling and in guidance of students as tho most
important as illustrated on table 7 and 8.

TABLE 7 • l 0. ..
AW ANALYSIS OF SUCCESSFUL STUDENTS' RESPONSES Qft| 

REASONS LEADING TO WITHDRAWAL AS A PERCENTAGE OF 

TOTAL RESPONSES RANKED IN ORDER OF IMPORT\;iC -1.

REASONS FOR WITHDRAWAL f %

1. Part-time tutors* ineffectl-
veness in facilitation*
counselling and guidance of
students. '^7')---

2. Administrative procedures in
43 32.3

Extra-Mural Centres k

3. Health and socio-economic 
conditions of learners.

£3 )4. Students' personal goals* 
study habits and plans; and
their educational backgrounds.

; , cut /  )
5. Other reasons.

habits and plans; and tbejur

33

29
\

20
•

24*0

21.8

15.1
6

Total3% UtlUaf *£**9tO?*il— ---------------------------- -— --- i ■ ■
133 100&
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As show* on table 7t successful students ranked 
administrative procedures in the Extra-Mural Centres 
as the second most important factor leading to v/±t:>> 
draws 1.

Table 8 illustrates the ranking order of with

drawal determinant factors by dropouts.

Dropouts ranked administrative procedures th ird* 

To the dropouts students, health and socio-economic . 

conditions of adult learners had a much higher ranking 
order as compared to administrative procedures*

TABLE 8
Ah' A UAL ySIS OF DROPOUT STUPEMTS RESPONSES ON REA
SONS LEADING TO WITHDRAWAL AS A PERCENTAGE OF
TOTAL RESPONSES RANKED IN ORDER OF IMPORTANCE*

REASONS FOR WITHDRAWAL f %

1* Part-time tutors' ineffectiveness
in facilitation, counselling and
guidance of students. 11 35*5

2. Health and socio-economic
conditions of learners* 9 29

3. Administrative procedures in
Extra-Mural Centres. e 25*8

4. Students' personal goals, study
habits and plans} and their
educational backgrounds. 9 2 6*5

5. Other reasons l 3.2
Total 31 100%
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Tutors are expected to guide and counsel besides 
being effective faciiitators in their special subject 
areas. Placing such a high premium or the role of 
the part-time tutors has other educational implica
tions. Ir situations where part-time tutors are 
ineffective in facilitation of learning, in counse
lling and guidance; students inevitably withdraw from 
the programme In large numbers.

Students in general ranked administrative proce
dures as second in importance in influencing with
drawal. Successful students (table 7} as a category 
of respondents ranked administrative factors ouch 
higher compared to racking by dropouts (table 8).

Administrative issues that featured prominently 
as concerns that might have triggered withdrawal were* 
inappropriate class schedules, late payment of. tutors 
teaching and travelling claims, inadequate counselling 
ard guidance and failure to realise quorum of ten 
students before on-going classes could continue*

Allowing studerts to make decision on class 
schedules is an administrative function which leads 
to development of good relations. Consequently^ 
cordial working relationship would have spill-over 
effects on the total programme; by activating partici
pation, by students in centres' activities. About 77 
per cent of the studert respondents indicated that they 
were not involved lr time-tabling 0f class schedules.
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Where direct involvement of itudenti eight be diffi
cult because of the number to bo personally consulted,
• questionnaire requiring the* to indicate their nost 
convenient tines would serve an equally useful 
purpose* It was found out that there was a glaring 
need of involving students either directly or indirect
ly in organisation and planning of their learning*

Woaion students who were interviewed complained 
that time schedules for evening classes especially 
those meeting between 6.30 p.su to 8*00 p.m* conflic
ted with domestic commitments.

Late payments of part-time tutors teaching fees 
and travelling allowances were singled out as adi.dni— 
strative factors that demoralized the part—tine 
teaching staff* Payment of such fees are processed 
by the Finance Office ef the University* Planners 
and administrators have little to do with the c la Ins 
as soon as they are forwarded to the Finance depart
ment* Administrators and planners share the blane 
in cases of delay in forwarding the claim forms*

Students motivation in enrolling for study 
programmes largely influenced their persistence pattern 
in the programme* In this study continuation classes 
tended to attract learners whose major objectives were 
to acquire qualifications in public examinations*
This study found out that only a negligible fraction 
of the learners (10.7%) were not examination oriented.
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89.3% of the students indicated that they were enro
lled in adult continuation classes with ultimate 
objective of sitting for various public examination#

Table 9 shows the frequency and percentage of 
the examination—oriented students.

TABLE 9

EXAMINATION ORIENTATIONS OF EMD STUDENTS

EXAMINATION f %

(1) ACNCE* 32 29*9
(2) EACE* 26 24.3
(3) EAACE* 16 14.0
(4) CPA* 13 12.1
(5) Certificate in Stores

Supervision 8 7.5
(6) Diploma in Marketing 5 4.7
(7) Other examinations S 4.7
(8) Salesmanship 2 1#9

Total 107 100%

• Abbreviations (1) ACNCE - Accounts Clerk National
Certificate Lxauination•

(2) eace — East African Advanced
Certificate of Educa
tion.

(3) EAACE - East African Advanced 
Certificate of 'Educa
tion.

- Certified Public 
Accountant

(4) CPA
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Mode of transport to learning entree

The mode of transport to and from the continua

tion classes varied as illustrated on table 10*

TABLfc 10

DISTRIBUTION OF THE MODE OF TRAVEL TO CLASSES,

MEANS OF TRAVEL f %

1. Bus or taxi ("Matatu") 62 43.1
2. Walking SO 34.7
3. Own motor-car 26 18
4. Bicycle 2 1*4
5. Motor-cycle 2 1.4
6. Lifts from friends 2 1*4

Total 144 100%

Students used the following means of travel! 
their own motor-cars, motor-cycles, bicycles, buses 
or taxis, and even waiting. About 78 percent of the 
learners either walked or used public transport to the 
learning centres. Eighteen percent of the respondents 
used their own motor-cars.

Mean distance to the centres was estimated to be 
about 7 kilometres single Journey. Distance covered 
ranged from one kilometre to 36 kilometres sin le Journey.

f.
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Tine taken to travel to the centres ranged from 
about 5 minutes to Uj hours single journey* liean tine 
taken in travelling was estimated to be about -15 r.xinu— 
tea*

Besides difficulties encountered when learners 
travelled to their classes, their study habits and 
plans as well as environmental conditions at their 
homes had negative effects on learning. This night 
have influenced their withdrawal patterns.

In this study it was found out that students 
rarely utilized educational facilities to the full* 
Inspite of the existence of public libraries within 
easy reach, 56.6% of the students were not mergers of 
any educational library. Only 43.4% of the student 
sample were members of public libraries; although cost 
of the libraries were free or charged negligible regis
tration fees.

Most of the respondents indicated that physical 
and social conditions at their homes were not conge
nial to effective private studies. Either the rooms 
were too small or there were too many people at their 
homes; which rendered it difficult to concentrate*
In absence of what one would call 'a reading culture*, 
students largely depended on academic input from 
part-time tutors*
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^art-tine tutors* views o* withdrawal dete^ln?ijts

Ranking orders from part-time tutors wars cInd
ia r to those of Extra-Kura1 planners and adminIstr a— 
tors. Fart-tine tutors' ranking order Is illustra
ted on table 11.

TABLE 11

AH ANALYSIS OF PART-TIME TUTORS' RESPONSES ON 
REASONS LBAPIHG TO WITHDRAWAL AS A PERCENTAGE 
OF TOTAL RESPONSES RANKED IN ORDER OF IMPQ3TAHCS

1----------------------------------------
REASONS FOR WITHDRAWAL f %

1. Health and socio-economic 
conditions of learners. 20 20.4

2. Students' personal goals, study
habits and plans} and their
educational backgrounds. 20 20.4

3. Administrative procedures in
Extra-Mural Centres. 12 17.7

4. Part-time tutors' lneffectl-
veness in facilitation, courtse-
lling and guidance of students. 10 14.7

S. Other reasons 6 8.8

Total 68 100%

X
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Student* on the other hand perceived the tutors* 
role as the eost important determinant in influencing 
persistence or withdrawal.

Part-time tutors Indicated in this surrey (as 
illustrated on table 11) that the most important 
factors which led to premature withdrawal in conti
nuation classes were basically student-oriented. 
Learner-centred factors included: students personal 
goals, study habits and plans; and their educational 
backgrounds.

Surprisingly part-time tutors ranked tho facili
tators' role in facilitation, counselling end guidance 
to be of least importance in influencing withdrawal 
rates.

t f^ ch lro  t i c v t l  cXu. I sm dtflftorftllMdRespondents ware asked to evaluate part-tine tutors
by responding to structured open-ended questionnaires. 
Students indicated tutors ineffectiveness In two areas. 
Tutors' were said to be qualified academically ir. 

general but lacked skills and techniques on how to 
handle adult learners. Consequently their leaderGlilp 
In helping groups to learn was ineffective mainly duo 
to inappropriate methodology in teaching.

Second aspect that militated against effective 
learning in the continuation classes was the apparent 
lack of cordial learning relationship between part- 
time tutors and students.

Tutors were of the opinion that orientation
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courses or how to approach adults were essential*
Their concern on significance of exposing adult 
trainers to adult learning experiences is exemplified 
by the tutors caution on futility of recruiting "cado- 
in ic ally qualified teaching personnel who lacked 
experience in adult learning process. Such ill- 
equipped tutors were a major cause of students vd.th— 
drawal from the continuation classes.

Pre-occupation with occupational and personal 
responsibilities renders tutors contribution in t e 
continuation classes less effective.

Besides other responsibilities and commitner ts, 
there was evidence ir this study that late paynert of 
teaching fees and travel clairas demoralized teaching 
personnel.

Absenteeism by part-time tutors is singled out 
as a major factor leading to premature withdrawal of 
students. Tutors are said to be absent from continua
tion classes with no information neither to the 
students nor to be planners and administrators* inces
sant absenteeism by the teaching staff is viewed os 
lack of commitment. Lateness ard absenteeism no doubt 
greatly demoralize adult learners who spare time from 
their busy schedules to attend classes.

Besides budgetting their time to attend continua-
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tior classes, they travel long distances to the loom—  
leg centres. These findings corroborate with senti- 
meets expressed 1** a* international UNESCO* c©nfer,r'ne© 
in which Issues concerned with planning and organisa
tion of Adult Education programmes were discussed*
It was agreed in this conference that dropouts ir cor— 
tlruatlon classes were predominantly due to urrsaitn- 
bllity of teaching Materials and inefficient adult 
teachers*

By focusing attention on role expectation of. part- 
time tutors it would be possible to get further insight 
of wastage in the University's adult classes* x\/o 
roles that tutors are expected to perform arc mnelyt 
students counselling and guidance) and effective 
facilitation as illustrated in preceding sections* 

Student Counselling and Guidance
Before educators could facilitate meaningful and 

relevant educational experience it is imperative to 
assess learners educational needs* Assessing looming 
needs entails Identifying what motivates learners to 
enrol In the educational programme* Such identifica
tion of learning needs should be the first stop towards 
relevant and appropriate curriculum development* 
Counselling and guidance starts in effect before 1

1 UNESCO FINAL REPORT of Regional Conference* on 
the Planning and Organisation of 
Literacy Programmes in Africa* 
9th - 14th March, (1964). p* 7 
(Mimeo)*
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l u m « r i  are an rolled in the learning program e*

Students enrol in the Extra-Mural continuation 
Classes whereby the acadeaic package is in most cases 
predetermined by the examining bodies. Tutors arc 
expected to brief learners on syllabus content* Zt 
was erident that in discussing syllabus content stu
dents rarely supplesmnted the official subject outline*

In his study on multi media approach in adult 
education* G.S. Kaeley^ recommended preliminary dia
gnostic analysis of the would be students. Zr» £3ID 
centres students fill enrolment forms before they are 
registered. Scrutiny of potential learners peruonol 
profile would help in placing them In appropriate study- 
groups. Adequate pre-enrolment counselling is sugges
ted in this investigation as appropriate strategy in 
reducing dropouts.

In the centres the counselling and guidance 
services were haphasard. Centre staff need ample time 
to scrutinise enrolment forms before students pay their 
fees to ascertain that students enrol in courses that 
they can academically cope with. There was a rush to 
collect fees st the expense of adequate counselling 
and guidance.

Subject specialists advice would be invaluable 
in helping students to make realistic decisions* Ade
quate time should be set aside for counselling and 1

1 G.S. KAELEY, op. cit. p. 249
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guidance before payment of fees. Shortage of person
nel to cope with the Centre's work-load at enrollment 
peak seasons was evident by long queues that regained 
unattended for some time in Nairobi & Environs fxtra- 
Mural Centre, as observed by the researcher*

Effective counselling and guidance requires 
qualified students counsellors. Clerk-typists and 
in sooe cases office eessengers in Extra-Mural Contras 
have been performing counselling services far beyond 
their academic capabilities.

Inadequate guidance has partly led learners to 
enrol in continuation classes sometimes unsuitable 
to their needs and goals. Initial enthusiara turnsj '• • • ‘ **- v *a i • vj1 • 1 * -i I- t
into indifference| in the final analysis students 
withdraw because their aspirations are not realised* 
Or the end point of the programne night appear to 
be unrelated to the objectives as understood by tho 
recipients of the programme.

Zt was evident in this study that students enro
lled in continuation classes had Insufficient infor
mation on academic package of courses/subject ; they 
had enrolled in. Surprisingly a few students wore 
attending classes In anticipation of sitting for 
external examinations that they could not qualify

X" u  ^  j  1 Jf. "i P  Q iim . "  e ^  5 e  3a  S  4*,

to register for technically* They could not neet 
the required entry qualifications. Those were gone 
of the cases that might have required pre-entry 
counselling services to avoid disappointments*
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Subsequent sections of the chapter are centred 
In Illustrating various factors which contribute to 
rrerature withdrawal of students from Extra-Mural 
continuation classes as perceived by planners and 
administrators*

Planners and Administrators* views on withdraw:: 1 
determinants

In this study, it was found out that ranking 
order by planners and administrators was similar to 
that of part-time tutors. On the other hand the 
research revealed that students perception of tho 
major withdrawal determinants differed considerably 
from those of part-time tutors, planners and adninisw- 
trstore.

Planners and administrators prioritised learners 
centred issues as the most important withdrawal d ter— 
minant factors. Health and socio-economic conditions 
of learners were singled out as the most important* 
Table 12 shows the ranking order of withdrawal factors 
by planners and administrators.

As illustrated on table 12 (page 10S), students' 
personal goals, study habits and plans, as well as 
their educational backgrounds were viewed as the 
second most important withdrawal factor by 25*7 per 
cent of the respondents.



TABLE 12

AW ANALYSIS OF PLANNERS AND ADMINISTRATORS RL; ^L,iJS 
ON REASONS LEADING TO WITHDRAWAL AS A PERCENT .3, O. 
THE TOTAL RESPONSES RANKED IN ORDER OF IMPORT , CJ

REASONS FOR WITHDRAWAL f %V i i I ■ •% A A. w 1 <3 KT *'* ft t JL * ^ i. 8t

1* Health and socio-econonic
conditions of learners. 10 28*6

2. Students' personal goals, study part-
habits and plans; and their
educational backgrounds. 9 25,7

3. Part-tie* tutors' ineffective-
ness in facilitation, counse-
lllng and guidance of students. 9 25*7

4. Administrative procedures in
Extra-Mural Centres. 5 14.3

5. Other reasons. 2 5.7

Total 35 100%
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Part-time tutors' role In facilitation, guidance 
and counselling of students was given similar ranking 
order with the learners' goals, study habits and plans 
and their educational background as shown on table 12*

Administrative procedures in Extra-Mural Centres 
were considered to be of least importance in influen
cing withdrawal in continuation classes.

Such a dichotomy in perception on withdrat/al 
determinant factors as viewed by students on one hand 
and other categories of respondents - part-tine tutors, 
planners and administrators has educational implica
tions.

In the following chapter, research findings are 
summarized and discussed. Recommendations are made 
in light of the findings. Possible areas of further 
research have been suggested.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to summarize the 
research findings, and to discuss these findings. 
Detailed discussion of the findings on various factors 
leading to premature withdrawal of students enrolled 
in the Extra-Mural continuation classes forms the main 
thrust of the section.

In the discussion of the research findings, 
literature reviewed in chapter III and similar findings 
on wastage in adult continuation classes are comparod 
and contrasted,

K brief overview of the purpose of study precodes 
the summary of the research findings - as perceived 
by part-time tutors, students, planners and administra
tors.

The purpose of study is to investigate what 
factors lead students enrolled in the Extra-Mural 
Division of the University continuation classes to 
withdraw prematurely. In the light of the findings, 
the researcher has recommended strategies of curbing 
the wastage,

Zn this study, the general assumptions are that 
adult students enrolled in the Extra-Mural continuation
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classes withdraw prematurely largely due to inappro
priate curriculum desigr ard implementation rather 
than learner centred factors. In other words tills 
study assumes that withdrawal of students Is largely 
due to ineffective curriculum organisation an l planning 
by part-time tutors, planners and administrators.
These assumptions have been described in details in 
Chapter I under the sub-heading ’Basic Assumptions*.

In the following section, findings from various 
categories of respondents namely* students, part—tine 
tutors, planners and administrators have been fiuunari- 
zed. A more detailed discussion of research findings 
follows in the subsequent section of the chapter under 
the subheading entitled discussion of findings.

Summary of the main findings

This investigation has revealed that students 
withdraw from continuation classes as a function of 
complex interaction between personal, institutional, 
socio-economic and even psychological factors. 
Respondents were asked to rank what they considered 
to be the most important factors leading to withdrawal. 
Table 13 illustrates the ranking of withdrawal deter
minants in adult continuation classes.
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TABLE 13
AN ANALYSIS OP AVERAGE RANKS OF ITEMS BY RSSPUiDiUTS 
FROM DIFFERENT GROUPS ON REASON LEAPING TO WITHDRAWAL

REASONS FOR WITHDRAWAL

n—122 
All 
Stu
dents

n—97
Succe
ssful
stu
dents

n—25 1 
Drop
out 
Stu
dents

n-40
Part-
time
tu
tors

n—21
Plan
ners
&

Arina*

n-€l
Part-
time
tu
tors*
Plan
ners
&

1* Part-time tutors' 
ineffectiveness in 
facilitation f 
counselling and 
guidance of students

1 1 1 4 3 3
2* administrative

procedures in Extra- 
Mural Centres 2 2 3 i 4_ 4

)• Health and socio
economic condl-

3 3 2 1- 1___
4* Students personal 

goalsv study habits 
and plans, and 
their educational 

---feagtqrounds_________ 4 4 5 l- L. 2
5* Other reasons 5 S

‘ rn
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As illustrated or table 13, students rar -cri t ic 
following factors as the most important withdrawal 
determinant factors:
1* Part-time tutors' ineffectiveness in facilita

tion, counselling and guidance of students*

2. Administrative procedures in Extra-Mural Centres*

3* Health and socio-economic conditions of Icxumcrs*

4* Students personal goals, study habits and plans 
and their educational backgrounds.

5. Other reasons.
On the other hand, part-time tutors, planners, 

and administrators ranked the following factors as 
most important in influencing withdrawal:
1« Health, and socio-economic conditions of learners*

2. Students personal goals, study habits and ple->s 
and their educational backgrounds.

3* Part-time tutors' ineffectiveness in facilitation! 
counselling and guidance of students.

4. Administrative procedures in Extra-Mural Centres*

5* Other reasons.
Discussion of Findings

This section discusses the main research findings 
with a view to illuminate salient issues pertinent to 
dropouts in continuation classes.

It has been found out in this investigation that 
students opted out of continuation classes duo to 
different reasons. Divergence of opinions by the three
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categories of respondents namely: students, teaching 
personnel, planners and administrators indicates the 
complexity of motives which lead to withdrawal*
Learners withdrew from the programme due to assort
ment of reasons.

Writing about 'dropouts' among adult students 
Mick Hibbert contends that in the average adult educa
tion classes, we can expect about two thirds of those

1who enrol to complete the course. Withdrawal rate 
in the Extra-Mural classes has been estimated to be 
about 21% in this study. Wastage among correspondence 
students in Kenya was estimated to be 18% in a study 
carried out by Kaeley.1 2 Withdrawal rate of about 21% 
is moderate compared to dropout rates in similar 
educational programmes. However, dropout rates arc 
significant parameters in educational planning and 
administration. Indeed wastage rates are crude measure 
of the effectiveness of the programme because such 
rating rarely tells us about the quality of the learning

1 MICK HIBBERT, "Dropout among adult students,"

2 GURCHARN SINGH KAELEY, Three way Teacher
Training in Kenyat A Descriptive 
study of the in-service of unqua
lified primary school teachers In 
modern mathematics in Kenya* 
Unpublished M.Ed Thesis. University 
of Nairobi, (1976), p. 249
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experiences.

In discussing factors which are identified as 
prenature withdrawal determinants, the researcher 
has focused on the following areas: the teaching 
personnel; counselling and guidance services; learners* 
characteristics, study habits and plans; node of tra
vel to learning centres and class schedules; and Extra- 
Mural Centres* adsiinistrative procedures.

Teaching personnel and dropout trends

This study has found out that the calibre of the 
teaching personnel largely determines the learners' 
persistence or withdrawal behaviour.

In this investigation it was found out that 
part-time tutors role was ranked as the most crucial 
factor in sustaining learners interests. There was 
strong indication that effective part-time tutors 
reduce attrition rates considerably.

In a way the findings confirm the research 
assumption that curriculum design and implementation 
seems to have been the main determinant of wastage 
rather than student-centred factors. The research 
theoretical fraswtwork was that effective curriculum 
design and implementation has to be learner-centred.

One of the major shortcomings identified in the 
process of this research and in a way reiterates the 
issue of ineffectiveness in teaching/learning approa-
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ches is the apparent dearth of qualified, comitted 
and experienced adult educators in the programs* 
Recruitment and training of part-time tutors is crucial 
for the success of the programme.

(1) Recruitment and training,.of part-time. .tVitfl£2

Recruitment of teaching personnel has its inherent 
problem of operating from a narrow base. This means 
that part-time tutors are recruited in the progrr.mec 
partly through their own initiative. Contacts are made 
at Extra-Mural Centres by interested potential part- 
time tutors. One limiting factor in appointing teaching 
personnel is that part-time tutors are recruited within 
the periphery of the sub-centres or main centres to 
avoid incurring a lot of expenses in travel* »u2vcrt±so- 
ment in local papers for part-time teaching appointments 
would provide a larger pool of applicants to select from. 
Those who teach in part-time classes have varying back
grounds and experiences.

As indicated in literature review in chapter III, 
studies by T.D. Williams (1965) and A.J. Kaleche (1962) 
contended that there was a strong relationship between 
dropout rates and teaching strategies. One needs to 
examine part-time tutors experiences and teaching approa
ches in relationship to adult learners expectation 
before asserting that tutors effectiveness or ineffecti
veness has some bearing on persistence or vitlxk'aial
behaviour.
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Most of the tutors are drawn from the formal 
educational, systems; teachers in secondary schools, 
secondary and primary teachers colleges and the intra
mural University staff. Rarely are part-time tutors 
with wide adult education experience recruited* The 
Division hires part-time tutors who are qualified 
academically with little skills and techniques In adult 
education methodology. To a large extent inability to 
handle adult learners has led to premature withdrawal 
of students. Techniques and skills in non-formal adult 
education approaches would enhance part-time tutors/ 
effectives in their facilitation roles.

In the last two years or so, the Division luis 
realized the need for short orientation courses for the 
teaching personnel. All those involved in Extra-Plural 
work: part-time tutors, planners and administrators 
share experiences in these workshops. Those who have 
participated in Extra-Mural Division orientation, courses 
have commended them besides suggesting that orientation 
courses should be made compulsory to all part-time 
tutors before they are engaged in the programme* . Trai
ning of part-time tutors should be made a permanent 
feature of the entire Division. Adeguate training 
fund would t h e n  need to be provided by the University,

Methodology of teaching in these classes varies 
from tutor to tutor. Ko standardized approach is used. 
However, learner-centred approaches have been emphasized
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In the part-time tutors orientation courses* Tradi
tional formal education approaches emphasize the role 
of the teacher in helping others learn. Learners 
are in most cases passively involved in learning*
New technology of adult learning (andragogy) entails 
participative learning by the learners; with the 
tutor playing the role of a facilitator.

(ii) Leadership in adult learning groups

The second concern was on relationship between 
tutors and students. Adult learners are sensitive 
to personal relationship in their everyday work. 
Particularly important to the adult learners is tiioir 
sense of personal respect and their desire to be 
regarded as maturev independent and responsible adults 
In their own rights. Slight disregard for adult 
leamars' experiences, social status and personal worth 
might have triggered withdrawal in situation where 
tutors might have handled adult learners like students 
in formal education system.

It was difficult to estimate specific nunber of 
learners that might have withdrawn due to poor public 
relations on the part of part-time tutors, planners 
and administrators. Adults rarely explicitly explain 
causes of dissatisfaction. As Cole puts lt< *if a 
participant in a programme decides to leave he nay 
not say so because he might not wish to cause
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offence'.1 Unless part-time tutors, planners a m 1, 
administrators investigate causes of withdrawal, 
dissatisfied learners will always keep these reasons 
to themselves.

Coombs asserted that effective non-forraal educa
tional programmes at local level requires dedicated 
and ingenious and enthusiastic leadership. Part— cliae 
tutors are expected to give exemplary educational 
leadership to the adult learners* Hired on part—tine 
bases the teaching personnel have other responsibi
lities and commitments to attend to.

Counselling and Guidance Services

The investigation has revealed that counselling 
and guidance services in Extra-Kura1 centres were 
haphazard, tre—enrolment counselling in the two 
centres visited was inadequate. Inappropriate counse
lling and guidance in continuation classes led 
learners to enrol in courses/subjects which were unsui
table to their needs and goals.

1 CHRISTIAN R. ABXOSE COLE, "The Adult
Ed. by Lalage Bown and S«ii. Olu 
Tomori, A Handbook of fidult Educa
tion for West Africa. London: 
Hutchison and Co. Pub!
(1979), p. 40

tlisherr, Ltd. ,

2 PHILIP H. COOMBS, "Mon-Formal Education: Myths, 
Realities and Opportunities", 
Comparative Education Review 
Vol. 20, n o . 3 October, W tc) , 
p. 290.
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If counselling has to serve useful purpose, it 
should be an inbuilt continuous component of the total 
programme. And those who perform these duties need 
to be exposed to various techniques of counselling and 
guidance.

Experience elsewhere has shown that guidance 
programmes have had significant results in reducing 
withdrawal rates of those students who have had sorje 
contact with counselling and guidance services*~

There can be no substitute for careful analysis 
of non-attendance behaviour. Tutors would need to know 
the cause of learners absence from learning sessions 
in order to make an intelligent attack upon the problem* 
Class registers wouId need to be checked frequently to 
identify absentees with a view of organising a follow
up strategy. Potential dropouts could then be identi
fied before they eventually withdraw from the prograrm# 
Placing potential dropouts under understanding and con
siderate tutors might put the learner in the right track*

This investigation has tried to show that it is 
not the pre-enrolment counselling and guidance alone 
which is important. But rather continuous counse— 1

1 W.C. GARNER, "The crisis intervention tech
niques with potential colloge 
dropouts", Personnel and
Journal. (1$96), 48, pp* 5
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lling by both the planners, administrators and part- 
time tutors. However, counselling cannot be regarded 
as panacea to all dropout attributes.

In the subsequent sections the researcher has 
shown that student-centred factors have implications 
on persistence or withdrawal behaviour.

Learners* characteristics, study habits and elan**

The study has revealed that leamer-centrod 
factors were important in influencing withdrawal 
behaviour. Learner-centred factors include students* 
study habits and plans, personal goals and educational 
background} health and socio-economic status* Part- 
time tutors, planners and administrators ranked 
learner-centred factors as shown on table 13* as most 
important withdrawal determinants. Such factors were 
assumed to be of secondary importance in influencing 
withdrawal.

In chapter I, learner-centred factors that were 
assumed to have minimal effect on the program 10 were 
singled out ass learners * age, sex, occupation* fornal 
educational level, social responsibilities and so on*

Findings in this investigation are contrary to 
the basic assumption that learner-centred factors were 
unimportant. This §ssumption did not appear bo be 
valid on information obtained during the actual 
investigation in the field.
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The study has indicated that the learners socio
economic conditions, their personal goals, study 
habits and plans contributed to withdrawal from 
continuation classes as shown on tables 1 1 and 12*

Alien examining tables 1 1 and 1 2  it shows that health 
and socio-economic conditions of learners were..sine/led 
out as the most important withdrawal determinants.

As mentioned in chapter X U ,  socio-economic 
conditions of learners were highlighted by Levy (1971) 
and Briggs (1972) as significant factors leading to 
dropouts. In these studies, students perseverance rates 
were lower in instances where the social and physical 
environments were not condusive to effective learning*

Learners orientation had implication on learning/ 
teaching approaches. Majority of students were exami
nation oriented. Only 10.7% of the learners were not. 
examination oriented. Table 9 shows examination orien
tations of EMD students.

where tutors did not gear their teaching in pre
paration for public examinations, learners felt that 
their specific objectives were not adequately catered 
for. With the heterogeneous nature of adult learners 
in these classes, it would be difficult to cater for 
their individual learning needs adequately. Various 
methods of teaching: lectures, discussion, individual 
assignments and so on would be necessary for such mlyed
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groups of l u m e r i  who are at different academic 
levels. Adult educators have to contend with the 
wide range of educational backgrounds and experiences 
of adult students, khere adult learners felt tliat 
they were inadequately prepared for public examina
tions they were disillusioned and tended to withdraw 
prematurely.

As indicated earlier, the issue of satlsfyteg 
specific learning needs hinges partly on the adult 
educators* ability and initiative in assessing the 
learners educational needs and devising suitable 
strategies of Meeting the identified needs* This 
collaborates findings by Boshier (1971) and Fairteim 
(1976) highlighted in chapter III under Literature 
Review. Their findings stressed that in order to 
sustain learners interests, tho curriculum has to 
address itself to the immediate needs of the learners*

students* study habits and plana

The study has shown that students enrolled in 
adult continuation classes of the University of Nairobi 
tended to be too dependent on part—tlaw tutors and notes 
taken in class. Independent study on their own However 
desirable was minimal. Two main reasons might ayr lain 
the underlying situation which leads to this of
Independent study. It seems that students enrolled in 
these classes have not fully changed from their formal 
education process of dependency on school teaclxsrs as
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the naln source of information, knowledge and tfcllls*
A different orientation would be required to re
orientate their teacher-centred learning proceed to 
student-centred learning process.

Learner-centred learning process entails utili
sation of learning resourcest teaching personnel, 
libraries, formal and informal discussions in the 
learning process. Ingpit# of the availability O:? 
educational libraries, only about 43% of the studonts 
were members of the public libraries.

Secondly, independent study is inhibited by sheer 
lack of skills and techniques of self-study as well 
as incongenial facilities for effective study at th e ir

hoses* ■ to 6.V ) p 5*ndt i'Kor •/>..*• 3

Rarely are students introduced to basic skills 
of faster reeding, how to use library materials, tech
niques in note-making and r»ote-teking to enhance 
effective independent learning.

Hence the Importance of expanding educational 
facilities and raising the socio-economic levels in 
the country in general. This goes beyond the respon
sibility of the planners, administrators and part-tins 
tutors in continuation adult education in the Univer
sity. The government needs to lay the necessary life
long learning foundation by establishing educational 
centres within easy reach of adult communities.
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General economic improvement in the country would 
lead to improved physical facilities such as adequate 
housing and easy transportation. Consequently swell 
socio-economic improvement would enhance adult loom
ing activities.

Besides learners* study habits and plans having 
some negative effect on classes, there were Otiwar 
learner-centred factors. Modes of travel to the learn
ing centres and inappropriate class schedules greatly 
reduced the numbers of successful students who carrplo- 
ted in various courses.

Travel to learning centres and _c_lass schedules

Extra-Mural continuation classes are In session 
mainly between 5.00 p.m. to 6.30 p.m. and from 6*30 p.m. 
to 8.00 p.m. Class schedules were not appropriate to 
some full time employees. Employees In public sector 
for Instance leave work at 4.30 p.m. Considering that 
it is only thirty minutes between the official closing 
time and the time that classes usually startoc’, there 
was hardly enough time to travel the distances involved 
to the learning centres. Keeping time was particularly 
difficult to those who travelled by public transport. 
Considering the distances that the students were to 
cover and the mode of transport as illustrated on table 
1 0 there is reason to suggest re-organiza tior of class 
schedules to suit the participants. Categories of 
workers who worked on shifts such as the police,
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security guards and nurses could not fit in the pre
arranged tine-tables. Hence the need of finding out 
fron learners and part-tine tutors, the snst conve
nient tine for then rather than expecting them all 
to fit in tine-table prepared by EHD staff single- 
handed.

Another possible approach would be establishing 
sub-centres where the bulk of the population lives* 
Tutors could travel to subcentresi rather than having 
all continuation classes nesting at the nain toefcra- 
Kural centres or in the University's nain casque*

More flexibility in class schedules should be 
acconnodating in adult progranmes. For it was found 
out in this investigation that weekend classes in 
Klsunu Extra-Mural Centre were in operation feu. tile 
scattered rural population characterised by poor 
public transportation network* Workers were able to 
travel long distances to attend cleases on Saturdays 
and Sundays* Janes R* Sheffield's findings highlighted 
in Literature Review nentions the need for flexibility 
in adult learning progrannes. Sheffield contends that 
employment and social comnitnent interfere with adult 
learning schedules.

With the increasing popularity of continuation 
classes it would be important to investigate convenient 
tine schedules.
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Similar sentiments have been expressed by lynr 
and Jones In their study on "Student wastage'’. YiKiir 
enquiry into the reasons for student withdrawal iron 
non—vocations 1 classes revealed the vulnerability ox 
work and Indeed suggested the need for grater flaxi- 
bility in time—tabling of adult continuation classos*1

Adainlstrative procedures and dropout faffing

Ineffective administrative procedures in planning 
and organixation of continuation classes have boon 
identified as a cause of dropouts. This section dis
cusses how administrative procedures might have influen
ced withdrawal of students.

** -—ir-Im l a n
Administrative procedures in EMD centres nr bails: 

recruitment of part-time tutors and studentsf ccr?nso
iling and guidance of students; planning and admini
stration of classes in which time-tabling of class 
schedules is subsumed, and processing of part—tiuo 
tutors claims. Other administrative functions include 
collection of fees, supervision of classes and typing 

lecture handouts. find it difficult to CMflMWI
Planners, administrators and tutors ranked admini

strative functions as the least important in Influen
cing withdrawal (table 12). One explanation o f such

dogmata court ___________________ . in Extn®—1
1 D.R. GLYNN and H.A. JONES, "Student Wastage"

Adult Education (NIAE), Vol. 40*
Ko." T  SeptamBer, (1967), pp.139- 149

between part-time tutors and planner a/admin letr&tcttfjt
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ranking is that role occupants might hava found it 
difficult to analysa objectively their personal inpact 
in influencing withdrawal behaviour. Part-time tutors 
might have been cautious in their comments on centres* 
administrative procedures, perhaps with concern not 
to offend planners and administrators.

However, part-time tutors were of the opinion that 
regular consultation between students, tutors and the 
EMD permanent staff was lacking. Institutional inter
vention in form of formal or informal consultations 
would enhance formation of positive attitude towards

Conclusion

Discussion on premature withdrawal of Extra-* iural 
Division students froa continuation classes has raised 
the following implications*

(1) There is a tendency to admit students in continua
tion classes without proper scrutiny of thoir 
learning needs.

(2) Part-time tutors find it difficult to motivate 
adult learners to continue studying on their own 
outside the class contact sessions.

(3) This investigation has revealed that there is ina
dequate counselling and guidance in Extr*-?!ural 
continuation classes.

Zn this investigation there was high agreement 
between part-time tutors and planners/administrators
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in ranking withdrawal determinant factors. Such nimilar 
perceptions imply similar expectations from part-time 
tutors, planners and administrators.

The dichotomy on withdrawal determinant rating 
between students on one hand and part-time tutors, plan
ners and administrators on the other hand seems to have 
curriculum implications. It shows that each cetcqory 
of respondents perceives the programme objectives and 
strategies of achieving the learners objectives differ
ently. Divergence in opinion also indicates lack of 
consensus in programme design. Research has revoaled 
the significance of consultation by all Involved in the 
programme. Continuous appraisal of the programs Isas 
been suggested.

There were indications in this study that students 
regarded the tutors' role as the most important factor 
in influencing withdrawal (table 7 and 8 ). But part- 
time tutors regarded student-centred factors such as 
study habits and plans and their educational back
grounds as the most Important (table 1 1 ).

The study has found out that withdrawal in conti
nuation classes was due to varying factors. Some are 
student-centred, tutor-centred or institutional-centred; 
whereas other withdrawal determinants stem from the 
socio-economic situation of the country In general* 
Sometimes weather conditions and inadequate class 
supervision by EMD staff have contributed to dropouts.
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Literature reviewed on dropouts in continuation educa
tion has also shown that adult students largely with
drew from classes if they found out that the programme 
did not confer benefits they Envisaged. However, 
learners have withdrawn from classes when there is

nothing amiss with the programme• Better opportuqli* 
ties or transfers to other towns have led students to 
abandon their studies pre-maturely.

It was evident in this investigation that ei-octive 
counselling and guidance services and efficient part- 
time tutors would reduce adult attrition considerably*

In the next section the researcher has suggested 
specific strategies of reducing withdrawal rates in con
tinuation classes. Recommendations relevant to wastage 
in adult education continuation programmes have also 
been suggested. ^ IV,.. . j *< •

Suggestions and R y ommendatlgn&

This section is concerned with making suggestions 
and recommendations on how to minimise dropout rates. 
These suggestions have been made in the light of find
ings In the study. In the last section of the chapter, 
the researcher has recommended specific research areas 
on which further Investigation related to adult educa
tion wastage needs to be done.
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Suggestion* and Recommendations

Extra-Mural Division should institute rigoruous 
pre-enrolment counselling of students. Appro
priate continuous counselling and guidance would 
reduce the profound dissonance between learner3
■y|S f JimiV r r*v IV7 iHlk t
goals and objectives in enrolling in the program* 
on one hand, and programme objectives as designed 
by part-time tutors, planners and administrators.

There is a need for EMD planners and administra
tors to consult students and part-tisM tutors in 
the process of making class time-tables. itn 
direct or indirect consultation it would be possi
ble to hold classes at convenient times for both 
students and the teaching staff.

Adult students need orientation on methods of self- 
study, faster reading skills and general study 
habits and plans as introductory course in the conti
nuation classes.

Since ineffective teaching personnel has been iden
tified as the major cause of pre-msture withdrawal, 
it is important to engage tutors who can handle 
adult learners. Orientation courses should be raade 
compulsory to all part-time tutors before they are 
deployed in the continuation classes progrumo.

Late payment of teaching fees and travel expenses 
has been singled out as one of the factors which
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largely demoralize staff. It is therefore 
tant that teaching fees and travel expense3 paya
ble to part-tine staff need to be paid without 
delay.

6 * Realising that continuing adult education, pro;ra- 
mmes are inportant for individual personal growth 
and for national development, there is urn rt need 
to encourage and institute the following as a 
matter of government policyx -

(a) Employers to grant leave and time off for 
adult students.

(b) Retention of workers in one station if they 
are enrolled in continuation classes*

7. There is a need to provide more and accessible
public educational facilities in country* It is 
equally important to encourage more utilization 
of the existing educational facilities.

8 # There is a need of revising the existing Extra- 
Mural Centres* boundaries with a view of moxiiai— 
sing deployment of personnel in EMD.
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Further Research

Further research needs to be mounted in the 
following areas*

1* Extra-Mural Division students' socio-economic 
backgrounds. Such data would be invaluable in 
identifying the general charateristics of the 
Division's clientele.

2. A follow-up study of graduates from Sxtra-iiiral

3.

4.

5.

Division continuation classes.

Extra-Mural Division students motivational orLen-s/w * m
tation needs. Identification of learning neods 
would facilitate effective formulation of learning 
design by the teaching personnel. The investiga
tion on motivational orientation will hopefully 
shed light on how to motivate adult learners to 
continue studying on their own outside the class- 
contact sessions.

Part-time tutors' educational background, work 
experiences and more important their attitude find 
orientation towards adult students in

Possible linkages of adult continuation classes 
with the rest of the national adult education 
system.
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APPENDIX A. KENYA: POPULATION DISTRIBUTION ( 1969 CENSUS)
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APPENDIX B. KENYA: E X T R A - M U R A L  CENTRES

2.(pr*f«c« *«).
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APPENDIX C

POPULATION, AREA and DENSITIES (Extra-Mural Centres)
1969 1979

PGVINCE DISTRICT POPULATION DENSITY AREA 
(Thousands) Per »ftitkm .»q,km

POPULATION
(Thousands)

H vI.'QBI t  ENVIRONS CENTRE
NAIROBI 509,286 734 693 835
CENTRAL Kiambu 475,576 184 2,578 G83
EASTERN Kitul 342,953 1 1 31,099 464

Machakos 707,214 50 14,156 1,019
RIFT-VALLEY Kajiado 85,903 4 22,106 149

2 ,i2o,Si2 1 6 7 70,632 3,150
: Y -I AND HT. KENYA CENTRE
Z NTRAL Kir inyaga 216,988 146 1,490 295Murang*a 445,310 176 2,529 647

Nyeri 360,845 108 3,351 487EASTERN Embu 178,912 62 2,871 262
Isiolo 30,135 1 25,621 43
Marsabit 51,581 1 76,858 96Meru 596,506 63 9,528 833RIFT VALLEY Laikipia 66,506 7 9,723 134

1,946,783 71 122,248 Z, iV7

KISUMU CENTRE ^  y* t u

NYANZA Kisii 675,041 304 2,217 8G7Kisumu 400,645 192 2,082 4C0Slaya 383,188 151 2,535 472S. Nyarza 663,173 114 5,793 815RIFT VALLEY Kericho 479,135 97 4,948 635
2,601,188 172 1*7,575 i,2CO

KAKAMEGA CENTRE
Burgoma 345,226 113 3,046 503Bus la 200,486 119 1,680 300Xakamaga 782,586 2 2 0 3,558 1,033

T7T557295 T51 §7534----- T7TF

NAKUiiU CENTRE 
RIFT VALLEY Baringo 161,741 15 10,703 203Elgeyo Marakwet 159,265 57 2,810 149Nakuru 290,853 40 7,291 522Nandi 209,068 75 2,789 293
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Narok 125,219 7 18,033 213Samburu 69,519 3 20,204 77Trans Kzoia 124,361 50 2,495 260Turkara 165,225 2 66,887 143Uasln Gishu 191,036 50 3,799 304West Pokot 82,458 16 5,24f 158CENTRAL Nyandarua 176,928 54 3,284 233
i,57S,l44 “ 57” ■i44,‘141 ” 5755?

MOMBASA CENTRE
COAST Kilif1 307,568 24 12,593 428Kwale 205,602 25 8,317 287La mu 22,401 4 5,797 42

Mombasa 247,073 1,155 214 342
Taita/Tavetai 110,742 6 17,209 148Tara River 50,696 1 39,198 92NORTH-EASTERN Garissa 64,521 1 43,364 129Handera 95,006 4 25,922 105waj ir 86,230 2 57,340 139

i,189,839 i'3£' "T,7f2

Sourcesi
1 REPUBLIC OF KENYA, Kenya Population Census, 19G0, Vol* 1

Statistics Division, Ministry of Finance and 
Economic Planning, November, (1970), pp.l—2

2 Dally Nation, Nairobi! Nation Newspaper Ltd*,
November 27th 1979
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APPENDIX D 
JUESTIOKNAIRE I

w« shall be very grateful if you could complete 
this questionnaire which is designed to study why 
students withdraw from Extra-Mural evening classes.

You need NOT write your name on this questionnaire.

Put a tick { / )  against the appropriate reason or 
reasons that apply to you. If you need more space, 
write at the back of this questionnaire. You may add 
or specify other reason or reasons that you think are 
applicable to you,

Q , 1  (i) Rank in order of importance what you consider
MKBi* question#

to be the roost important reason why students 
withdraw from Extra-Mural classes.
Use numerals lt2f3 f4 f etc, to RANK the state
ments provided,

(a) Presure of work in place of employment,
(b) Personal domestic problems,
(c) Transfers to other place (town) to work,
(d) Transport difficulties to the learning centre,
(e) Courses enrolled for too difficult,
(f) Courses enrolled for irrelevant to the immediate

needs and interests of the student,
(q) Too busy with other social activities,
(h) Absenteeism by part-time tutors.
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(j) Boring Methods of teaching.
(j) ___ Lack of qualified and committed part— tino

tutors.
(k) Class schedules (time-table) unsuitable bo

students.
(l ) High fees charged.
(ii) Explain in your own words the most important 

reason which lead students to drop-out frora 
Extra-Mural Classes! ■■■■ i ■■

Q.2 I would like to ask you some questions about the 
course (subject) you are taking new in the :tra— 
Mural class.
(a) Name of the course (subject)
(b) Why did you chose it? * 1

(c) Was the subject-content taught helpful or 
not helpful to you? Tick what applies to 
you.

1. ( ) Helpful.
2. ( ) Not helpful.
Give reasons for your a n s w e r ? _________
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Q.3 Were you Involved In the tine-tabling of the 
clast schedules (time-table) in which you are 
now a student?
1- ( ) Yes 2. ( ) Wo*

* Q*4 Are you intending to sit for an examination in 
the future?
1. ( ) Yes 2. ( ) Wo.
Zf No, proceed to question No*5

If Yes, name the examination __________________

Q*5 Are you given assignswnts to do from home by 
your tutor(s)?
1. ( ) Yes 2. ( ) No.
Zf No, proceed to question No*6 *
Zf Yes, How often? Tick what applies to you.
1* ( ) After every lesson*
2* ( ) Approximately once a week*
3* ( ) Approximately once a month*
4* < ) Approximately once a term*
5. ( ) Specify if numbers 1 to 4 do not apply

Q . 6  Could you cope with the assignment(s) givon by 
your tutors?
1* ( ) Yes 2. ( ) No.
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Q . 7  Kre you a member of the library?
1 .  (  ) Y e *  2 .  (  )  tjo.

If No, proceed to Question Wo . 8

If Ye», name the library ________________

Q . 8  Do you have a place to study at home?
1. ( ) Yes 2. ( ) Ho.
State the specific conditions at home _______

Q.9 xho pays for your course?
1. ( ) Self.
2. ( ) Other member(s) of my family*
3. ( ) Guardian.
4. ( ) Employer.
5. ( ) Other (specify) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  * 1

Q.10 How far do you have to travel to attend the 7£:tra-
Hural classes? ________________________ Kilometres.
(Estimate single Journey).

Q.ll Do you attend classes straight from your official 
duties?
1. ( ) Yes 2. ( ) No.

Q.12 How do you travel to and from your classes? Tick 
that applies to you.
1. ( ) Walk
2. ( ) Bicycle
3. ( ) Motor-cycle
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4* ( ) Own motor-car
5. ( ) Bus or Taxi (matatu)
6 . ( ) Lifts from friends in their cars
7* ( > Other means (specify)

Q*13 How long do you take to travel home after class?
(Approximate time) _____ hours ______  minutes*

Q«14 Please give the following personal information* 
Tick all that applies to you*
(i) Sex: 1* ( ) Kale 2* ( ) Female
(ii) Marital Status 1* ( ) Single 2* ( ) rriod 

3* ( ) Widowed or Divorced 4* ( ) Separated*
(iii) How many children do you have?
(iv) Your age: _____________________ Years*

Q«15 Your Salary per month K^hc*
Q*16 What is your present Job7 _ _

Q*17 Tick the highest level of schooling complctods
1 . ( ) Primary 4 . ( ) Form 6

2 . ( ) Form 2 5* ( ) University
3. ( ) Form 4 6 . Other (Specify)

Q*18 What is your professional qualifications? (e,g* 
PI teacher, CPA 1)
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Q*19 Do you belong to any Social Organlaatlon(s)?
1. ( ) Yes 2. ( ) No*
If Nov proceed to Question No*20*
If Yes, name the Social Organizations to which 
you belong and the offices you hold if any ______

Q.20 Suggestions on hov to improve Extra-Mural 
Continuation classes!

Q.21 Other Remarkst

Thank you
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APPEKP1X E 
.-jULSTIONNAIRE. II

he shall be very grateful If you could complete 
this questionnaire which is designed to study t/hy 
students withdraw from Extra-Mural evening classes*

You need NOT write your name on this question
naire*

Put a tick (*/) against the appropriate reason 
or reasons that apply/applied to you. If you need 
more space, write at the back of this questionnaire* 
You may add or specify other reason or reasons that 
you think are applicable to you*
Q.l (i) Hank in order of importance what you

consider to be the most important rcasoj-is 
why students withdraw from fcxtra-ftural 
classes. Use numerals l#2t3,4, etc* to 
RANK the statements provided.

(a) ______ Pressure of work in place of employment*
(b) ____  Personal domestic problems*
(c) ____  Transfers to other place (town) to work*
(d) _____ Transport difficulties to the learning

centre*
(c) ____  Courses enrolled for too difficult*
(f) ____  Courses enrolled for irrelevant to the

immediate needs and interests of the 
student*

(g) ____  Too busy with other social activities*
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(h) _____  Absenteeism by part-time tutors.
(i) _________ Boring methods of teaching.
(j) _____  Lack of qualified and committod part-

time tutors.
(k) _____ Class schedules (time-table) unsuita

ble to students.
(l ) ________ High fees charged.

(ii> Explain in your own words the most importart 
reasons which led you to dropout from Extra- 
Mural continuation class: .

Q.2 I would like to ask you some questions about the 
course (subject) you were taking in the Extra- 
Mural class.
(a) Name of the course (subject) .
(b) Why did you choose it? _________________________

(c) Was the subject-content taught helpful or 
not helpful to you?
1. ( ) Helpful 2. ( ) Not helpful
Give reasons for your answer ____________ * 1

Q.3 Were you involved in the time-tabling of the
class schedules (time-table) in the classes which
you attended?
1. ( ) Yes 2. ( ) No.
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q #4 Were you Intending to sit for an examination
when you wore an enrolled student In the tictra* 
Mural Class?
1. ( ) Yes 2. ( ) No.
If Nov proceed to Question No.5
If Yes, name the Examination _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ —

Q.5 Wore you given assignments to do from hone by 
your tutors?
1. ( ) Yes 2. ( ) No.
If No, proceed to v<uestion No . 6

If Yes, How often? (Tick what applied to you).
1. < ) After every lesson
2. ( ) Approximately once a week
3. ( ) Approximately once a month
4. ( ) Approximately once a term
5. Specify if Nos. 1 to 4 did not apply: _  1

Q . 6  Could you cope with the assignment(s) given by 
your tutors?
1. ( ) Yes 2. ( ) No.

Q.7 Were you a member of a library when you uoro a 
student in the Extra-Mural classes?
1. ( ) Yes 2. ( ) No.
If No, proceed to Question No . 8

If Yes, name the library: ________________  _
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Q . 8  Did you have a place to study at home? 
1 . ( ) Yes 2. ( ) No,
State the specific conditions at home

Q* 9 who paid for your course?
1, ( ) S e lf

2, ( ) Other member(s) of ay family
3, ( ) Guardian
4, ( ) Employer
5, Other (Specify) ___ ___________  - 1

Q , 1 0  How far did you have to travel to attend tho 
Extra-Mural classes? . .. , * . > .

Kilometres (estimate single journey),

Q,ll Did you attend classes straight from your 
official duties?
t* ( ) Yes 2, ( ) No,

Q,12 How did you travel to and from your classes? 
Tick that applied to you,
1, ( ) Walk
2, ( ) Bicycle
3 , ( ) Hotor-cycle
4, ( ) Own motor-car
5, ( ) Bus or taxi(Matatu)
6 , ( ) Lifts from friends in their motor-cars
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7. Other mean* (specify)

Q*13 How long did you take to travel home after class?
(Give appropriate time) Hour* . Minutes*

* _ __ 
q ^14 Please give the following personal Information*

Tick all that applied to you,
1 . ( ) Hale ( ) Female
2. ( ) Single ( ) Widowed or

( ) Separated
3. How many children do you have
4, How old are you? Years*

Q*15 Your salary per month •••••••••••.K.Shs*
Q*16 What was your job when you were a student In the 

Extra-Mura 17 ..
Q.17 Tick the Highest level of schooling attodt '

1 . ( ) Primary 4. ( ) Form 6

2. ( ) Form 2 5. ( ) University
3, ( ) Form 4 6 . Other (specify)

Q.1S What were your professional qualifications when
you studied with the Extra-Mural programs? (e*g* 
PI teacher, C.P.A, II). 1

Q.19 Did you belong to any social organisation(©) wfien
you were a student in the Extra-Mural Classos?
1, ( ) Yes 2. ( ) Mo.
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If Mo, procMd to question No.20
If Yes, name the social organisation<») bo Which
you belonged a«d the offices you held If any*

Q.20 Suggestions on how to iaq>rove Extra-Mural 
continuation classes; .

Q.21 Other remarks:

Thank you.
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APPENDIX F 
QUESTIONNAIRE III

We shall be very grateful if you could complete 
this questionnaire which is designed to study why 
students withdraw fro* Extra-Mural evening classes*

You need NOT write your na*e on this question
naire* j

Put a tick (✓"> against the appropriate reason or 
reasons that apply to you* If you need more space, 
write at the back of this questionnaire* You nay add 
or specify other reason or reasons that you think are 
applicabla to you*

Q*1 (i) Rank in ordar of importanca what you consider
to be the moat important reason* why students 
withdraw from £xtra-«v.ural Classes* Use mine
rals 1,2,3,4, etc. to RANK the statements 
provided•

(a) Preassure of work in place of employment*
(b) Personal domestic problems*
(c) _____ Transfers to other place (town) to work*
(d) Transport difficulties to the learning 

centre*
(e) _____ Courses enrolled for too difficult*
(f) _____  Course enrolled for irrelevant to the

immediate needs and interests of the 
student*

(q) Too busy with other social activities*
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(h) Absenteeism by part-time tutors*
(i) ____  coring methods of teaching*
(1 ) Lack of qualified and committed part-

time tutors*
(t) Class schedules <time-table) unsuitable

to students*
(1) High fees charged*

(ii)Explain in your own words the most important 
reasons which lead students to dropout froci 
Extra-Mural continuation classes) -

Q.2 Suggestions on how to improve Extra-Mural conti
nuation classes! ______________________ ___________

U»3 Other Kemardsz

Thank you
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